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Abstract 

 The oxidation of dopamine in aqueous solutions deposits thin conformal films on a wide 

variety of material surfaces.  These films consist of a material known as polydopamine (PDA), 

and they exhibit chemical and structural similarities to melanin pigments and adhesive proteins 

secreted by mussels.  The facile synthesis and versatile adhesion of PDA enable the functional 

modification of numerous material surfaces for applications in biomedical devices, energy 

storage, and water purification.  This thesis details fundamental investigations into the 

deposition, oxidation, and adhesive mechanisms of PDA films. 

Depositing PDA films on substrates with different controlled chemistries revealed the 

importance of solution pH and initial deposition rates on the morphology of the films. The 

deposition of PDA molecules with increasing pH depends on two competing factors: increased 

generation rate of PDA molecules versus increased solubility due to catechol ionization.  The 

areal density and coverage of three-dimensional PDA islands is influenced by the surface charge 

and hydrophobicity of the substrate in aqueous solutions.  

 Spectroscopic and electrochemical characterization of PDA films revealed that redox-

inactive metal cations can accelerate the oxidation of PDA.  The generation of radicals of 5,6-

dihydroxyindole were monitored in situ via ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy as a function of 

cation concentration and pH.  The extent of oxidation was quantified by cyclic voltammetry. The 

resulting oxidation modifies the metal sorption properties of PDA by generating more carboxylic 

acid groups and enhancing the iron chelation of the films. 

 The adhesive stability of PDA films was characterized by delamination kinetics of films 

on SiO2 and indium tin oxide (ITO).  PDA film adhesion is a substrate, salt, and oxidation-

dependent phenomenon.  Long-term adhesive stability of PDA films can be promoted by use of 
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higher dopamine concentrations during synthesis, incorporation of multivalent cations, and 

avoiding alkaline conditions and strongly oxidizing electrical bias.  Elastic moduli of PDA films 

were quantified by compressive thin film wrinkling, and the measured value of 2.0 ± 0.9 GPA 

agrees with simulations of PDA based on an oligomeric aggregate model.  This thesis helps 

develop a framework for understanding the synthesis, composition, microstructure, and stability 

of PDA films. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The catechol and amine-rich composition of adhesive mussel-foot proteins has inspired 

the rapid development of catecholamine coatings and polymers in the past decade.
1
  Oxidative 

polymerization of dopamine, norepinephrine, and other catecholamines in aqueous solutions 

deposits conformal nanometer-scale coatings on a wide variety of material surfaces.
2–6

  Catechol, 

quinone, and amine moieties within the films serve as anchoring points for biomolecules,
7
 

metals,
2,8

 minerals,
9
 or polymers.

10
  The interfacial properties of numerous materials can 

therefore be extensively modified via catecholamine coatings, and copious applications have 

been explored in the fields of biomaterials,
11

 energy storage,
12

 water purification,
13–15

 and 

others.
16

  

 
Figure 1.1: Examples of catecholamine molecules used to create versatile functional coatings. 

The most prominent example of catecholamine coatings is polydopamine (PDA).  This 

material is typically synthesized by the O2-induced oxidation of dopamine in alkaline aqueous 

solutions. Over the course of minutes to hours a brown/black precipitate appears in the form of 

nanoparticles in the liquid
17

 and also as a conformal nanofilm on all surfaces present in the 

reaction vessel.
2
  Two naturally occurring analogs to PDA – mussel-foot proteins and melanin 

pigments – serve as well-studied perspectives through which the properties of PDA can be 
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understood.  This introductory chapter will discuss the chemical and physical properties of PDA 

in light of these analogous materials and also the practical applications explored for PDA.  

Finally, the objectives of this thesis are presented. 

1.1 Mussel-Inspired Underwater Adhesion 

1.1.1 Adhesion Schemes for Organic Coatings 

 A fundamental engineering constraint for organic coatings is the interfacial forces that 

provide their adhesion. These forces can be covalent, electrostatic, polar, or dispersive in nature
18

 

and define the possible coating-substrate pairings as well as the functional contexts of the coating 

(Figure 1.2).
19

  For example, thiolate
20

 and silane
21

 coatings  can act as robust and precise 

anchors for desired functional groups but are limited to oriented covalent bonding with metallic 

and oxide substrates, respectively.  Langmuir-Blodgett coatings utilize the competing 

 

Figure 1.2: Examples of polymer coating approaches that can coat varieties of substrates utilizing 

different adhesion forces. a) Plasma polymerization with covalent bonding.
19

 b) Layer-by-layer coatings 

utilizing electrostatic forces.
22

  c)Laser deposition utilizing dispersive force adhesion.
23

  Reproduced from 

respective sources. 

hydrophilic/hydrophobic forces of amphiphiles to create precise homogenous films, but require 

sensitive preparation and specialized equipment.
24

  Electrostatic forces between complementary 

charged polymers can be employed to form layer-by-layer films with wide applicability,
22

 but 
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require lengthy multistep preparation
25

 and can be unstable in strong electrolytes.
19

  Several other 

schemes such as spin coating,
26,27

 chemical vapor deposition,
28,29

 or laser ablation deposition
23,30

 

utilize dispersive/nonpolar forces to coat a variety of substrate materials, but require specific 

equipment and substrate geometries. 

 A simple, universal organic coating method could greatly diversify the viable substrate 

materials for various applications via control over their surface properties. This coating method 

should exploit as many interfacial forces as possible in order to adhere to any given substrate.
31

  

In addition, this coating method would need to contend with the ubiquitous presence of water
31,32

 

which typically diminishes adhesion via attenuation of attractive interfacial forces.
1
  The robust 

and promiscuous underwater adhesion of marine mussels has served as a biological inspiration 

for universal coatings
1
 and is discussed in the next section. 

1.1.2 Mussel Adhesion and Molecular Mechanisms 

 Mussels are marine organisms that attach themselves securely to various surfaces in 

saltwater environments. This versatile surface attachment is accomplished through byssal threads 

that extend from the mussel and secrete specialized adhesive proteins (Figure 1.3).
1,32

  Two of 

these proteins, termed Mfp-3 and Mfp-5, are located at the interface between the byssal thread 

and the surface.  These proteins are relatively rich in catechol and amine-containing peptides, 

particularly Mfp-5.
33

 Inspired by the high catechol and amine content in these underwater 

adhesive proteins, several biomimetic materials incorporating these functionalities were created 

with moderate success in reproducing the versatile moisture-resistant adhesion.
34–37

 An 

extremely simplified approach towards this biomimicry was discovered by Messersmith and 

coworkers in 2007, wherein the O2-induced oxidation of dopamine in water produced conformal 
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adherent coatings on every class of material (Figure 1.3).
2
  Other catecholamine molecules can 

produce similar coatings.
3–5

  

 
Figure 1.3:  Mussel-inspired coating. a) Mussel with adhesive fibers attached to PTFE. b,c) Illustrations 

of the interfacial location of the adhesive protein and its amino and catechol groups.  d) Amino acid 

sequence of the adhesive protein indicating the abundance of DOPA (catechols) and lysine (amines)  e) 

Dopamine molecule with both primary amine and catechol groups.  f) Scheme for polydopamine film 

synthesis.  g) Thickness of the film versus time in solution.  Reproduced from [2]. 

 The molecular basis for mussel-inspired adhesion has been explored using atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), surface force apparatuses (SFA), and spectroscopic techniques.  AFM 

contact force measurements revealed that the adhesive force of a single catechol moiety to wet 

TiO2 is ~800 pN (Figure 1.4).
38

  In comparison, a typical covalent bond is around 1-2 nN.
39

  The 

adhesive force of oxidized catechol (i.e. quinone) to TiO2 is ~180 pN, while that of a mono-

phenol (tyrosine) is ~100 pN.  These and other data
40

 highlighted the importance of the un-

oxidized, bidentate hydroxyl moiety of catechol for establishing high strength underwater 

adhesion (at least to TiO2).  The origin of this strong bond is a ligand-to-metal charge transfer 
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complex between the catecholic oxygens and the Ti
4+

 atoms at the surface,
41–43

 exhibiting ~40% 

covalent and 60% ionic bond character.
44

 Similar complexes have been observed between 

catechols and other metal oxides including Fe2O3,
45

 Cr2O3
45

, and Al2O3.
46

 

 

Figure 1.4:  Adhesion forces measured between catechol and TiO2 surface at pH = 8.3 (light bars) and pH 

= 9.7 (dark bars).  The bimodal distribution was attributed to measurements from oxidized (left) vs. 

reduced catechols, and as the pH is increased more measurements were recorded from the oxidized 

catechol.  Reproduced from [38] 

 Catechol adhesion to SiO2 and mica (an aluminosilicate) occurs by a different interaction 

than with TiO2.  Simulations of dopamine and L-DOPA (i.e. carboxylated dopamine) adsorption 

to wet SiO2 surfaces indicated direct, bidentate hydrogen bonding between catechol and 

SiO2.
47,48

  Increasing the catechol content of mussel-mimetic peptides increased their adhesion 

force to mica and TiO2.
49

 The magnitude of this force was lower with mica than TiO2 in all 
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cases, which the authors attributed to weaker hydrogen bonds with mica than the coordination 

bonds with TiO2 (Figure 1.5).   

 
Figure 1.5:  Proposed binding mechanism of catechols (e.g. DOPA) to TiO2 and mica based on the 

relative strengths of their interactions.   Reproduced from [49]. 

 Surface force measurements on catechol and amine-containing molecules between mica 

surfaces revealed a cooperative adhesive synergy between the catechols and amines.
50

  Only 

molecules with both catechols and primary amines exhibited adhesion and close approach 

between two mica surfaces.  Based on the closer interaction distance in the presence of 

molecules containing primary amines, the amines were proposed to displace adsorbed surface 

cations and allow the catechols to interact with the mica surfaces (Figure 1.6).  Additionally, this 

cooperative synergy was most effective when both catechol and amine were present on the same 

molecule,
51

 which supports the versatile adhesion observed in polydopamine. 

 Besides bidentate hydroxyl interactions with oxide surfaces, oxidized catechols (i.e. 

quinones) can adhere to organic surfaces via covalent bonding with nucleophiles such as primary 

amines and thiols.
38

  Other organic adhesion schemes observed in catecholamine materials 

include π-π and cation-π attractions involving aromatics and amines,
52

 hydrophobic attractions 
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between nonpolar organics and catechols,
53,54

 or the ubiquitous hydrogen bonding present in 

complex organic systems.
55

  

 
Figure 1.6: Proposed role of positively charged amine groups in displacing hydrated cations from mineral 

surfaces.  The presence of primary amines is necessary for close approach and adhesion of catechol 

groups to mica.  Reproduced from [51]. 

 Taken together, the extensive studies performed on adhesive mussel proteins and 

derivative materials have revealed a multimodal adhesion scheme that enables versatile and 

robust adhesion in wet environments.
56

  The next section will discuss the internal chemistry and 

structure of catecholamine coatings in light of their similarity to naturally occurring melanin 

pigments.   

1.2 Chemistry of Melanin Materials 

1.2.1 Synthesis of Melanins 

 Despite the remarkable adhesion and coating properties of polydopamine, dopamine itself 

does not form coherent, bulk coatings on surfaces.
2
  Rather, oxidation of the starting molecule is 

necessary, and a functioning knowledge of polydopamine coatings requires understanding their 

oxidative chemistry and resulting structure.  The oxidation pathway and products of dopamine 

have been explained in light of the many decades of work done on the synthesis of melanins. 
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Melanins are a class of pigments found throughout nature and serve a variety of functions 

ranging from photoprotection, metal cation homeostasis, and protection from predators.  

Eumelanins are the most well-studied and are derived from the oxidation of 3,4,-

dihydroxyphenalalanine (L-DOPA) – a molecule that is equivalent to dopamine with an added 

carboxylic acid next to the amine.  Neuromelanin is less well-understood but is derived directly 

from oxidation of dopamine present in the brain.
57

 

 
Scheme 1.1: Reaction pathway for natural melanogenesis.  Adapted from [58] and [59]. 

 The natural synthesis of eumelanin begins with the enzymatically-controlled creation and 

oxidation of the catecholamine L-DOPA (Scheme 1.1).  Oxidation of the catechol allows the 

primary amine within L-DOPA to attach to the 6-position on the benzene ring creating a 

heterocyclic compound called cyclodopa. Further oxidation creates a red-colored compound 

known as dopachrome.  The structural verification of this red compound was central to the 

historical understanding of melanogenesis.
60

  Dopachrome then tautomerizes and to an extent 

decarboxylates to produce the immediate precursors to melanin: 5,6-dihydroxyindole-carboxylic 
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acid (DHICA) and 5,6-dihydroxyindole (DHI).  These species then oxidatively bond together 

into oligomers (possibly through radical-radical coupling
61,62

) producing melanin.
63

 Additionally, 

hydrogen peroxide generated during the catechol oxidation steps
64

 can degrade the indolic 

molecules resulting in pyrrole carboxylic acids, which are also observed in melanins.
65,66

 In 

general however, the pigment can be characterized as indolic oligomers. 

 
Figure 1.7: Comparison of typical oligomers present in natural eumelanin and polydopamine. 

 In contrast to eumelanin, the O2-induced oxidation of polydopamine (PDA) is not 

enzymatically controlled and therefore produces a more heterogeneous product.  A comparison 

of the oligomers in eumelanin
67

 versus PDA
66,68,69

 is shown in Figure 1.7, as taken from several 

studies.
70

 The detailed oxidation pathway of PDA is similar to eumelanin and will be discussed 

in Chapter 3, but suffice to say the oxidation rate of dopamine is directly proportional to the 

oxygen and dopamine concentration and inversely proportional to hydronium concentration.
71

 

Chemical oxidants such as Cu
2+

,
72

 ammonium persulfate,
73

 or sodium periodate
74

 can also 

oxidize dopamine into PDA. 

1.2.2 Structure of Melanins 

 As melanin precursors oxidize in solution, their products precipitate as a brown-black 

pigment.  The oligomers of natural and synthetic melanins aggregate primarily via π-stacking,  
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Figure 1.8: Aggregated microstructure of polydopamine. (a) Simulated aggregate of DHI-tetramers (b) 

typical TEM micrograph of particle (c,d) high-resolution TEM images with red arrows showing graphite-

like fringes from stacked oligomers.  The inset of C shows a diffraction pattern taken from the green-

boxed region.  Reproduced from [75] 

 
Figure 1.9: Aggregation of melanin oligomers in cuttlefish (left) versus mammals (right).  Aggregation 

occurs heterogeneously in both.  ML = melanosome, the organelle in which melanogenesis occurs.  

Illustrations reproduced from [76], cuttlefish micrograph from [77], and mammal micrograph from [78]. 

0.5 µm 2 µm 
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but hydrogen bonding and charge transfer between catechol and quinone groups contributes as 

well.
69,79

 X-ray diffraction
80–83

 and TEM measurements
84,75

 on natural and synthetic melanins 

revealed periodic spacings of 3.4–3.8 Å, which is characteristic of π-stacked heteroaromatic 

molecules (Figure 1.8).  TEM micrographs also show a lack of long-range order, as expected 

from the heterogeneity of the constituent molecules.  

Natural melanins preferentially precipitate heterogeneously on protein fibrils78 or 

vesicles77 depending on the organism (Figure 1.9).  The precipitation of PDA nanoparticles is 

sensitive to the reaction conditions and buffer used during synthesis.  PDA particles typically 

range from ~50-300 nm diameter depending on the synthesis condition.
17

  Increasing the pH and  

 
Figure 1.10: Hydrodynamic radii of PDA growing from a) 0.5 mM  b) 1.0 mM  c) 2.0 mM dopamine in 

three buffer solutions, K2PO4 (circles), NaHCO3 (open squares), and Tris (triangles).  Reproduced from 

[85].  
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temperature of the dopamine solution creates nanoparticles at the lower end of this range, likely 

due to increased nucleation rate.  Dynamic light scattering revealed that increasing the dopamine 

precursor concentration increases the size of PDA aggregates, as expected given the greater 

amount of material available (Figure 1.10).
85

  Interestingly, PDA aggregates are larger in 

phosphate buffer compared to carbonate or Tris buffer, and this is likely due to higher ionic 

strength in phosphate buffer which would lessen the double-layer repulsion between charged 

PDA species.
4,85

 The large PDA aggregates formed in the reaction liquid are distinct from the 

PDA formed heterogeneously on surfaces (as will be discussed in Chapter 2) but the aggregates 

can deposit and adhere to the PDA coatings as shown in Figure 1.11.   

 
Figure 1.11:  Scanning electron microscope images of 59 nm thick PDA films formed in 1 mg/ml 

dopamine solution.  Large aggregates of PDA particles are visible on the surface that are distinct from the 

underlying film. (Original data.) 

1.2.3 Properties of Melanins 

 Aside from the versatile adhesion of PDA, the other intrinsic properties of melanins 

primarily derive from their many catechol groups.  The redox chemistry of catechols involves 

two 1e
-
, 1H

+
 steps with a semiquinone intermediate (Figure 1.12).  As such, melanins become 

more susceptible to oxidation at higher pH (Figure 1.13). 
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Figure 1.12:  Electron and hydrogen equilibria of catechols.  pKas for the catechol column were taken 

from [86–88].  pKas for semiquinones were taken from [89] for catecholamine, [90] for catechol, and [91] 

for dihydroxyindole.   

 

 

Figure 1.13:  Redox potentials for two of the main constituents in PDA.
92

 

 A comproportionation equilibrium exists between the catechol and quinone species in 

water producing semiquinone radicals (Figure 1.14).  A stable population of semiquinone 

radicals is a defining feature of melanins (ca. 1 radical per 1700 monomers in PDA
93

 or 1 per 

1500 in DHI-melanin
86

)  and contributes to its mixed electronic-ionic conduction
94

 and its metal 
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ion binding capacity.
95

   The semiquinone concentration can be increased by increasing pH
96

, 

hydration level,
94

 bound metals
95

, and light exposure.
97,98

  There is also a population of intrinsic 

carbon-centered radicals resulting from the polymerization process
99

, but they do not appear to 

contribute to the electrical properties of melanin.  

 
Figure 1.14:  Catechols and quinones exist in a comproportionation equilibrium with semiquinones. 

The electrical conductivity of melanin is due to a combination of protonic transport and 

electronic conduction of free radicals.  The conductivity of melanin depends strongly on 

hydration, and is reported to be between 10
-7

 and 10
-4

 S/cm when fully hydrated (Figure 

1.15).
100,101

  Proposed current conduction mechanisms are based on the evolving redox states of  

catechols (Figure 1.12–1.13) at electrically biased positive and negative electrodes.
101

  Under 

 

Figure 1.15:  a) Water sorption isotherm for a pressed synthetic melanin pellet (~13 mm diameter x 2 

mm thickness) with corresponding BET model curve.  Reproduced from [102]  b) Conductivity of 

melanin vs. water content (wt%).  Fully hydrated melanin is ~18 wt% water.  Also shown in the figure is 

the poor fit of an amorphous semiconductor model of conduction (blue line).  Reproduced from [100]. 
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applied electrical bias, positive charge carriers in melanin (hydrogen ions) drift towards the 

negative electrode via Grotthuss hopping mechanisms
94

 within the water and between ionized 

catechol groups.  Negative charge carriers (free radicals) migrate via electronic conduction 

within oligomers, and also as the complementary effect of proton hopping.  This conduction 

scheme implies that the current flow would eventually stop between electrodes due to complete 

reduction and oxidation of the melanin oligomers at the electrode interfaces.  The high degree of 

irreversibility observed in cyclic voltammograms of melanins supports this conduction 

scheme.
101,103,104

  

Melanins also exhibit a strong affinity for certain metal cations, and they are believed to 

play a role in metal homeostasis within certain organisms. Neuromelanin, which exists in certain 

cells in the human midbrain, contains high concentrations of iron ions, and may act to sequester 

these and other toxic metals.
105–107

 Fungal melanins absorb various transition metal cations from 

their environment, possibly acting as a protective sequesterant.
108–110

  Apart from these 

 
Figure 1.16: The modes of metal binding to melanins as a function of pH. 

examples, it has also been observed that melanins in general tend to absorb multivalent cations
111

 

through semiquinone,
95

 quinone-imine,
86

 or carboxylic acid
112

 groups (Figure 1.16).  Multiple 

catechol groups can also chelate simultaneously with multivalent cations like Fe
3+

 (Figure 1.17), 
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and catechols in melanin exhibit a greater affinity for Fe
3+

 compared to group II cations such as 

Mg
2+

 and Ca
2+

.
88,112

 

 

Figure 1.17:  Fe
+3

 chelation to catechol groups in melanin molecules as the pH is raised from acidic 

values to basic (left to right).  Adapted from [113] and [88]. 

 In summary, the chemistry and structure of melanins such as PDA are dominated by their 

many catechol groups.  The oxidative synthesis of PDA is controlled by the deprotonation and 

oxidation of dopamine’s catechol group.  Intramolecular cyclization by the amine in dopamine 

creates a heterocyclic compound more susceptible to oxidation than PDA, and di-radical 

coupling between the various catechol-containing molecules produces oligomers.  The 

aggregation of these oligomers into amorphous/π-stacked nanoparticles can be controlled by 

reaction conditions and choice of buffer.  The latent intrinsic reactivity of PDA is due to the 

various redox and acid-base equilibria of catechols and also residual amines within the films (to 

be discussed more in Chapters 4 and 5).  

1.3 Applications 

 The facile synthesis and versatile adhesion of PDA have prompted its exploration for 

numerous applications as an adhesive primer, surface energy modifier, and ion exchange 

material.  Extensive reviews have catalogued the hundreds of reports on PDA’s potential 

functions for biomedical
11

 and other technologies.
16,114
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 The abundant catechols in PDA can serve as anchoring points for primary amines or 

thiols and their attached functional groups.   Biomolecules such as trypsin
7
 or cellular growth  

 

Figure 1.18: Illustration of PDA coating and biomolecule attachment.  Reproduced from [7] 

factors
115

 can be covalently attached to PDA and modulate cells’ interactions with the surfaces of 

implants (Fig. 1.18).  For example, DM films were coated on common bio-electrode surfaces, 

bonded with poly-D-lysine, and then neuronal networks formed on them from which neural 

signals could be recorded.
116

  Polyethylene glycol polymers can be grafted onto PDA coatings 

and lessen non-specific protein or fibroblast adsorption to the substrate material.
2
  PDA coatings 

themselves can improve cell adhesion and proliferation on otherwise cytophobic surfaces such as 

PTFE and PDMS.
117

  PDA can also function as an adhesive primer for the biomineral 

hydroxyapatite by chelating and concentrating Ca
+2

 ions at the surface of implant materials (Fig. 

1.13).
9
   

 

Figure 1.19: Formation of the biomineral hydroxyapatite on a surface is facilitated by Ca
+2

 adsorption by 

a PDA coating.  Reproduced from [9]. 
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PDA coatings can be used to modulate the hydrophobicity/surface energy of substrates.  

Polyethylene separators in Li-ion batteries were coated with PDA in order to improve power 

performance by increasing the hydrophilicity of the separator for the electrolyte (Fig. 1.20).
12

  

Fabrication of forward osmosis membranes was improved by PDA’s ability to increase the 

hydrophilicity of a polysulfone substrate for subsequent interfacial polymerization of 

polyamide.
118

  Low surface-energy substrates were also modified with PDA to improve block-

copolymer lithography on those substrates.
119

 

 

Figure 1.20.  Contact angles for a Li-ion battery electrolyte on the polyethylene separator before (left) 

and after (right) PDA coating.  The PDA coating increases the hydrophilicity of the separator.  

Reproduced from [12]. 

 The strong metal cation-chelating properties of catechols observed in bacterial 

siderophores,
120

 mussel byssal threads,
121

 and melanin
122

 have inspired the use of PDA for water 

purification devices.  The underwater adhesive coating ability of PDA enabled the fabrication of 

high surface area PDA adsorbents on glass microbeads (Figure 1.21).13  These PDA-coated beads 

exhibited passive metal sorption capacities comparable to or better than a common activated 

carbon adsorbent.  Additionally, the metal sorption capacity of PDA-coated beads could be 

regenerated by exposure to dilute acid or by simply removing and re-applying the PDA coating.   
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Figure 1.21:  Water detoxification by PDA-coated glass beads.  a) Contaminated water passes through a 

packed column of PDA-coated beads and metal cations are removed by catechol groups.  b) Regeneration 

of PDA by dilute acid or regeneration of the beads by removal of PDA.  c) Comparison of binding 

capacity of PDA (black) vs. activated carbon (gray) for different metals.  Reproduced from [13] 

The reversible redox cycling of catechols
123

 and mixed ionic-electronic conduction of 

melanins
94

 have also inspired the use of PDA for redox-active water purification.  Coating PDA 

on stainless steel mesh allowed for electrical control over PDA’s catechol redox states and 

therefore the anionic charge they presented (Figure 1.22).14  Positive oxidizing potentials applied 

to PDA remove hydrogens and electrons from the catechol groups in the coating.  Subsequent 

application of a negative reducing potential to the PDA injects electrons back into the catechols 

which are charged balanced by the influx of metal cations.  This electrochemically mediated 

sorption process was rapid (~1 min for equilibration) and more than doubled the sorption 

capacity of the PDA coating for Mg
2+

 compared to passive sorption. 
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Figure 1.22:  Electrochemically-mediated removal of divalent cations from water.  a) PDA coated onto 

stainless steel mesh.  b) Proposed ion exchange of hydrogens with magnesium by first electrochemically 

oxidizing the catechols then reducing them.  c) Comparisons of binding capacity via passive sorption in 

natural melanins, PDA, and electrochemically-mediated sorption in PDA.  Reproduced from [14]. 

 

1.4 Summary and Objectives 

 Polydopamine belongs to a class of catecholamine materials that mimic the versatile 

underwater adhesion of mussels and the rich catechol chemistry of melanins.  The combination 

of these properties makes PDA a promising coating for extensively modifying the surface 

functionality of numerous materials, or acting as a functional material in its own right (e.g. water 

purification).  However, the facile and versatile coating of PDA belies its complex chemistry and 

composition.
79

  PDA coatings are applied in widely varying contexts yet there is no established 

framework for understanding their synthesis, composition, microstructure, and stability.   

 The aim of this thesis is to develop the fundamental structure-processing-property 

relationships of PDA coatings in order to improve their performance in practical technologies 

and inform the design of derivative materials.  The deposition, oxidation, and adhesive/cohesive 

mechanisms of PDA are reported and discussed.  Special attention is paid to the role of metal 
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cations on the compositional and adhesive stability of PDA coatings in light of prospective water 

purification applications. 
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Chapter 2 

Mechanisms of Polydopamine Film Formation

2.1 Abstract 

Polydopamine (PDA) can be deposited on virtually any substrate from solution through 

oxidation of dopamine. The versatility of this process has enabled surface mediated assembly of 

PDA for a wide variety of functional thin film coatings. Chapter 2 discusses the impact of well-

defined surface chemistries on the nucleation and growth of such films.  

PDA was deposited on silicon dioxide (SiO2) and SiO2 substrates modified with self-

assembled monolayers (SAM) bearing octadecyl (C18), phenethyl, and aminopropyl functional 

groups.  Atomic force microscopy (AFM) revealed three-dimensional islands whose areal 

density and surface coverage is lowest on bare SiO2 substrates, and highest on the aromatic and 

aliphatic substrates. Increasing the pH of the solution from 8.2 –10 ionizes catechol moieties in 

PDA and inhibits adsorption on negatively charged SiO2 substrates. The growth rate of PDA 

films on SAM-modified SiO2 is maximized at pH = 9.5 and almost completely abolished at pH = 

10 due to increased PDA solubility.   

The initial rates of PDA adsorption were measured using quartz crystal microbalance 

with dissipation (QCM-D) measurements. The initial adsorption rate is proportional to the 

nucleation density, which increases as the hydrophobicity of the substrate increases. Taken 

together, these data provide insight into the rates of heterogeneous nucleation and growth of 

PDA on substrates with well-defined chemistries. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Several studies have been done investigating PDA film formation on silicon dioxide.  The 

thickness of PDA films formed on SiO2 substrates plateaus when using oxygenated 

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) buffer, but grows continuously when formed using 

phosphate buffer or Cu
+2

 as an oxidant.
1,2

  The inhibited growth in Tris buffer may be attributed 

to the incorporation of Tris into PDA.
3
  Increasing the pH or dopamine concentration increases 

the rate of film deposition and maximum thickness, which in turn is correlated with greater RMS 

roughness.
4
  The dopamine reaction rate also greatly increases with increasing PO2 of the 

solution, along with a significant decrease in roughness compared to stirring with ambient 

oxygenation.
5
   Additionally, the deposition kinetics can be fit with an exponential decay 

function.
4
 The decay in deposition rate over time is likely due to aggregation of oligomers in 

solution and a concomitant decrease in depositing monomers over time. 

Nanometer scale granule structures have been observed to form rapidly on the surface 

during deposition from solution (Figure 2.1).
6
  Reaction times >10 min are required to form 

coherent films in stirred 1 mg/ml dopamine solutions at pH = 8.5, and reaction times >60 min are 

required for pinhole-free films.
7
 

However, in contrast to reaction conditions, the impact of substrate composition on PDA 

film formation has not been examined explicitly.  PDA deposition on polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF) substrates produces films with greater thicknesses compared to SiO2 substrates (Figure 

2.2).
8
  Oxidative degradation of PDA by sodium hypochlorite is more rapid on indium tin oxide 

(ITO) than glassy carbon, which may be due to a higher porosity and lower adhesion of the film 

on ITO than carbon.
9
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Figure 2.1: Morphology of PDA film deposited from 2 mg/ml dopamine solution in 50 mM Tris buffer.  

There appears to be contamination on the AFM tip resulting in doubling of features.  Reproduced from 

[6]. 

 

 
Figure 2.2: PDA film thickness vs. deposition time on polyvinylidene fluorid (PVDF) and SiO2.  The 

film thickness is greater on the hydrophobic PVDF.  Reproduced from [8]. 

None of the existing studies on PDA film formation have clearly resolved the 

relationships between film morphology, deposition mechanisms, and substrate chemistry.  Better 

data and experimental design is required in order to optimally engineer PDA film devices.   In 

order to accomplish this, PDA films were deposited from solution on different surfaces with 

controlled chemistries.  The surfaces studied were bare silicon dioxide and self-assembled 

monolayers with amino, phenyl, or aliphatic functional groups.  Atomic force microscopy 
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(AFM) and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measurements revealed the 3-D island growth 

mechanisms and their dependency on surface chemistry, pH, and deposition rate.

2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Materials 

Dopamine hydrochloride (98%), sodium bicarbonate (99%), and anhydrous 

trichloroethylene (99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO USA) and used as 

received.  Sodium carbonate (99%) was purchased from Fisher Scientific and used as received.  

Water was purified (Type 3) using Direct-Q 3 UV-R system.  The following reagents for surface 

modification were used as received (Gelest, Morrisville, PA USA): 3-

aminopropyltrimethoxysilane, phenethyltrichlorosilane, and octadecyltrichlorosilane.  Silicon 

wafers with 1 µm thermal oxide were used for PDA deposition and were purchased from Silicon 

Quest International (San Jose, CA USA; 4” diameter, phosphorus doped).  QCM-D sensors (Q-

Sense, QSX 303; Linthicum Heights, MD USA) are finished with SiO2 layers and exhibit a 

fundamental frequency of 5 MHz. 

2.3.2 Preparation of Self-Assembled Monolayers 

Silicon substrates (0.8 x 2.8 cm
2
) and QCM-D sensors were cleaned by sonication in 

acetone, followed by isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and then rinsed with de-ionized H2O.  Substrates 

were then cleaned by UV-ozone. (30 mW/cm
2
, 5 min; Jelight, Irvine, CA). Coating solutions 

were prepared by combining 12 L of either 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane, 

octadecyltrichlorosilane, or phenethyltrichlorosilane with 10 ml trichloroethylene. Substrates 

were incubated in the SAM precursor solution for 16 hr followed by sonication in acetone, IPA, 

then water and finally rinsed with methanol and dried with N2 stream.  Surface modification via 

self-assembled monolayers (SAM) was verified by water-in-air contact angles using the sessile 
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drop method (Figure 2.3). Measurements were repeated in triplicate at different locations on the 

surface. 

 

Figure 2.3: Average contact angles and example drops for the different substrate chemistries.  Contact 

angles are the average of 45 measurements on each surface across 15 samples each. 

2.3.3 Polydopamine Film Deposition 

Polydopamine films were prepared on the SiO2 and SAM surfaces by dissolving 2 mg/ml 

dopamine hydrochloride in 12 ml of 50 mM carbonate/bicarbonate buffer contained in a sealed 

20 ml vial. PDA deposition proceeded for 24 hr after which samples were rinsed with H2O and 

dried under an N2 stream.   The pH values of sample solutions were measured using an Ag/AgCl 

electrode (Hach, model 5014T; Loveland, CO USA). 

2.3.4 Quartz-Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation Measurements (QCM-D) 

The carbonate buffer for QCM-D (Q-Sense E4 system, QSoft401software) measurements 

was 40 ml at 50 mM, prepared at pH = 9.09.  The QCM-D flow cell and tubing were cleaned 

prior to each experiment using 2% w/w sodium dodecyl sulfate and extensive de-ionized water 

rinsing.  Functionalized QCM-D sensors were installed, the cell filled with carbonate buffer, and 

the temperature equilibrated at 25°C.  Another buffer of the same volume, concentration and pH 

was prepared, and upon addition of 2 mg/ml dopamine, the pH drops to pH 8.5.  Immediately 

after dissolving the dopamine, this solution was flowed through the system at 50 L/min for 
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approximately four hours, and the frequency and dissipation shifts monitored. The sensors were 

then rinsed with H2O and dried under an N2 stream.  New sensors were used for each 

measurement. 

2.3.5 Morphological Characterization of PDA Films 

Film thicknesses and areal island densities were measured using atomic force microscopy 

(NT-MDT NTegra AFM; Tempe, AZ) in tapping mode.  Island areal density scans were 

0.83x0.83 µm
2
 at 2 Hz using tips of reported radius <1 nm (Budget Sensors; k = 5 N/m).  Island 

densities were quantified by calculating the number of maxima using NIH ImageJ software. The 

“Find Maxima” function was used, which works by using a noise tolerance value to analyze how 

many contiguous pixels should be considered one maximum.  Figure 2.4 shows the process for 

finding maxima and choosing the tolerance value. 

Thickness scans on SAM substrates were 10x10 µm
2
 at 0.8 Hz using tips of reported 

radius <10 nm (k = 40 N/m; Budget Sensors, Sofia, Bulgaria).  The PDA film was scratched 

away using a disposable syringe needle, and the AFM scan was performed at the edge of the 

scratch (Figure 2.5).  Three scratches and measurements were performed on each individual 

SAM sample, for a total of 9 measurements for each data point in Figure 2.9. The thickness of 

the SiO2 films in chapter 3 were determined from the island density AFM scans.  This is because 

the coverage was incomplete, and it was possible to measure the island heights directly against 

the background.  Using ImageJ, a threshold pixel value was manually selected that just barely 

covered the islands, as shown in Figure 2.6.  This separates the background pixels from the 

island pixels.  Taking the difference in the averages of each of these two pixel distributions gives 

the thickness once the pixel value is converted to height value. 
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Figure 2.4: Method for determining the island areal density. a1) Original uncorrected scan. a2) Corrected 

scan using the “Remove outlier” function in ImageJ with radius and tolerance set at 1. a3) Maxima output 

at a tolerance of 1, which was used for surfaces with full coverage. b) Output at tolerance of 6 for SiO2 

samples prepared at pH < 9.5. c) Output at tolerance of 9 for SiO2 at pH = 9.5. d) Example of typical 

contrast range in the pixel value distribution for the AFM scans. e) Decrease in maxima count as the 

tolerance value is increased to the next higher value. Results from one representative scan is shown for 

each substrate.  There is a large drop in maxima count as the tolerance value is increased from 0 to 1 

(shown as the data points at 0 in the plot). Therefore a tolerance of 1 was chosen to balance noise 

reduction and retention of real islands in the areal density calculations.  
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Figure 2.5:  a) Example AFM scan done on the boundary of the scratch on the PDA film.  b) The height 

profile (average of 1μm of pixels in the direction parallel to the scratch) is shown, as taken from line 1 in 

(a). 

 

 

 
Figure 2.6: a) Example AFM scan on the SiO2 substrate.  b) The scan from (a) the after a threshold pixel 

value was chosen that just barely covered the islands.  c) The pixel value distribution showing the two 

different distributions as divided by the threshold pixel value.  The respective averages of these two 

distributions are shown as vertical lines.   

 

a) b) 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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2.4 Results and Discussion 

2.4.1 Polydopamine films exhibit island growth that is modulated by each surface  

 The substrate compositions were chosen in order to probe a range of likely interactions 

between PDA precursors and surfaces during heterogeneous nucleation.  Catechol moieties 

present in PDA are capable of hydrogen bonding, Michael-type additions between the quinone 

and amines, π-π interactions, and electrostatic interactions.
10

  Therefore SAMs were prepared 

with primary amine (positively charged), aromatic phenyl, or aliphatic groups.  Additionally, 

unmodified SiO2 substrates exhibit terminal –SiOH or –SiO
-
 groups and serve as a comparison to 

previous studies.  Water-in-air contact angles and AFM scans of the substrates before PDA 

deposition are given in Figures 2.3 and A1.  An increase in contact angle is observed for all 

substrates compared to bare SiO2, and the contact angles are in agreement with previous reports  

utilizing these surface chemistries
11

: SiO2 = 19.3±10.2°, NH3
+
 = 59.8±3.0°, Ph = 82.4±1.5°, CH3 

= 100.7±3.5°. 

 
Scheme 2.1: Proposed synthesis scheme of polydopamine (PDA) on surface chemistries prepared in this 

study. PDA film formation proceeds via oxidation and subsequent cyclization to form oligomers that 

nucleate and growth on the surface.  The substrate chemistries are a) silicon dioxide, and self-assembled 

monolayers of b) 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane, c) phenethyltrichlorosilane, and d) 

octadecyltrichlorosilane. 

Scheme 2.1 illustrates substrate compositions and a typical evolution of PDA from dopamine in 

aqueous solution.    As the reaction proceeds, intramolecular cyclization occurs and interactions 
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among these species results in visible black precipitation.
12–15

  A film deposits simultaneously on 

the substrate which contains molecules and intermediates likely from all stages in the reaction.
7,16

  

 
Figure 2.7: Representative AFM scans of PDA films labeled with the four terminal moieties of the 

substrates studied.  Films were deposited in 50 mM carbonate/bicarbonate buffer with 2 mg/ml dopamine 

at pH = 8.5 for 24 hr.  The areal density and coverage of islands are observed to depend on the substrate.  

All AFM images are 0.83 x 0.83 m
2
. 

The morphology of the films after 24 hr was examined using AFM.  The surface 

chemistry impacts the areal density and coverage of granules in PDA films produced at pH = 8.5 

(Figure 2.7).  This granule morphology has been observed previously.
6,17

 Herein I distinguish 

granules (<1 µm distinct round structures in general) from islands (mound-like structures 

protruding from the surface).  While the profiles of the granules are mound-like, preformed 
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particles deposited from solution may produce a comparable profile due to convolution of the tip 

as it moves over the particle.  Granules formed on SiO2 surfaces are on the order of ≥20 nm in 

diameter while only being ~4 nm in thickness.  Considering that convolution of the 1 nm radius 

carbon spike tip would minimally affect a ≥20 nm diameter feature, these dimensions strongly 

favor an island morphology that is formed by direct nucleation on the surface.  This dimensional 

argument is slightly more ambiguous for the other surface compositions.  However, the average 

surface roughness of <1 nm for the 8 nm thick films and the uniformity of the granules make it 

implausible that PDA particles would nucleate and grow in the solution and only deposit in a 

packed monolayer after reaching a certain size.  Thus PDA appears to exhibit 3-dimensional 

island growth similar to that observed, for example, in pthalocyanine
18

 or poly(p-xylylene)
19

 

films in contrast to pentacene,
20

 para-hexaphenyl,
21

 or polyethylene films.
22

  

One might expect the amino terminated surface to covalently bond with the PDA,
23

 or 

that the aromatic phenyl groups might participate in π-π interactions and significantly affect the 

morphology. In general, the amino and aromatic phenyl groups produce PDA films with 

comparable nanoscale morphologies. 

2.4.2 Surface-specific morphology depends on catechol ionization 

The morphology and film thicknesses were measured as a function of pH in order to 

assess the coupled effect of both reaction rate and dissociation of hydrogens from catechol 

groups.  The addition of dopamine hydrochloride to the 50 mM carbonate buffer in the initial pH 

range 8.5–10.5 causes the pH to drop by ~0.5 immediately, and then drop ≤0.1 over the 

subsequent 24 hr.  This pH value after dopamine addition is what is reported throughout this 

chapter.  
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Figure 2.8: AFM scans of PDA films grown on the aliphatic and silicon dioxide substrates as a function 

of pH.  Substrates modified with–Ph and –NH3
+
 SAMs exhibit a comparable pH-dependence relative to 

substrates modified with –CH3 SAMs. See Figure A2 for morphology of PDA on –NH3
+
 SAMs at pH = 

10. All AFM images are 0.83 x 0.83 m
2
. 

SiO2 surfaces exhibit a drop in fractional coverage  from SiO2 = 55% for pH = 8.2–8.9, 

to 24% at pH = 9.5 and 1% at pH = 10.  This observation is unique to SiO2 compared to the 

SAM-modified surfaces (Fig. 2.8). A small decrease in NH3+ is observed at pH = 10 (see Fig. 

A2).  The AFM thickness measurements reveal a linear increase in thickness d with pH up to 9.5,  

 
Figure 2.9: Film thickness vs. pH for each substrate, as determined by AFM scratches. The SiO2 

thickness was measured by analyzing the pixel value distributions in high resolution AFM scans. 

Thickness data on SiO2 substrates at pH = 10 was unavailable due to low surface coverage (Si < 1%) and 

resulting high variance in the data.  Error bars represent one standard deviation. 
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and then a sharp drop-off at pH = 10 for the SAM-modified surfaces (Fig. 2.9).  The thicknesses 

of PDA films prepared on SiO2 substrates exhibit a linear increase from pH values of 8.2 to 8.9, 

but decreases at pH = 9.5 in contrast to the other surfaces. PDA films prepared on SiO2 

substrates at pH values of 10 exhibit limited surface coverage (~1%). The thickness of the PDA 

films on various substrate compositions di exhibits the following trend: dSiO2 < dNH3+ < dPh < 

dCH3. This correlates with the relative hydrophobicities of the SAM chemistries and agrees with 

the observation that PDA films deposited on PVDF are thicker compared to PDA films prepared 

on bare SiO2 (see Fig. 2.1).
8
 

These results may be interpreted in light of the acid dissociation constants of dopamine 

and DHI.  The pKa for the first hydroxyl deprotonation in dopamine and DHI is approximately 

9.5–9.6.
24–26

 Catechols likely serve as the primary adhesive mechanism of the PDA molecules to 

the surface.
27

  Additionally, the solubility of the molecules would increase upon ionization,
28

 

thus shifting the adsorption/desorption equilibrium from the surface to the solution.  Combined 

with this increased solubility effect is the increased reaction rate at elevated pH.
12

  Therefore, 

values of di should increase with increasing pH until ionization of catechols becomes a dominant 

effect favoring dissolution rather than adsorption.  The trends shown in Figure 2.9 support this 

mechanistic explanation.  Ball and coworkers observed an increase in PDA film thickness as the 

pH increased from 5 –10.2, but did not observe a drop in thickness at pH = 10.2.
4
  This potential 

discrepancy could be related to the different pH values reported before and after dopamine 

addition.  These previous observations used reaction conditions with agitation and external 

supply of oxygen, which could also accelerate the reaction rate and PDA film growth compared 

to the reaction system reported herein. 
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Lower values of SiO2 and dSiO2 compared to i and di of SAM-modified substrates is 

attributed to the negative surface charge on SiO2, which inhibits adsorption of the ionized 

catechol groups of PDA.  Rodriguez et al. quantified the adsorption of catechols to TiO2 and 

observed a comparable reduction in adsorption between pH 9–10 compared to pH 8.5.
29

  

Electrostatic repulsion of SiO2 substrates is attenuated when substrates are modified with SAMs.   

Thus, the observed decrease in di for SAM-modified substrates at pH >9.5 is attributed to 

increased PDA solubility. 

PDA films formed on SAM-modified substrates at pH = 9.5 exhibit many apparently 

second-layer granules that are larger than the surrounding islands (Figure 2.10), an observation 

that is unique to this pH value. This morphological phenomenon may indicate a critical point in 

PDA precipitation.  The trends in PDA film thickness vs. pH (Figure 2.9) suggest that pH value 

of 9.5 corresponds to the most rapid reaction rate in which adsorption is preferred compared to 

dissolution. 

 
Figure 2.10: AFM scans at pH = 9.5 exhibiting the apparent second-layer granules.  These PDA 

morphologies are not observed at any other pH value. 

Overall, these results highlight the importance of the catechol’s hydrogen dissociation 

equilibrium, and the resulting interactions with different surfaces and already-deposited PDA.  

The maximum PDA growth rate occurs at pH values of 9.5 and 9 for neutral/cationic and anionic 
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substrates, respectively.  Also, larger maximum thicknesses are possible on neutral or positively 

charged surfaces compared to negatively charged surfaces. 

2.4.3 Island areal density depends on surface-influenced initial deposition rate 

Trends in areal island density (N = # of islands per µm
2
) as a function of pH are as 

follows:  NSiO2 < NNH3 < NPh ≤ NCH3 (Figure 2.11). The island density on bare SiO2 substrates 

decreases linearly with the pH value.  This observation is consistent with increasing catechol 

ionization and charge repulsion between the SiO2 substrates and PDA.   Values of Ni for SAM-

modified substrates are lower at solutions of pH = 10 compared to solutions with pH value 

ranging from 8.2–8.9. The smallest values of Ni are observed when PDA films are formed at pH 

= 9.5 which is attributed to the unique heterogeneous second-layer granules discussed 

previously. 

 
Figure 2.11:  Areal density of PDA islands on substrates as a function of substrate composition and pH.  

Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
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The aqueous nucleation and growth of PDA films may be analyzed in comparison to 

vapor phase deposition of pentacene, for which much work has been done regarding the substrate 

and deposition-dependence of nucleation density.
30–33

 Different rates of heterogeneous 

nucleation on different substrates are attributed to differences in activation energies for several 

processes including surface diffusion, evaporation, and binding energy of molecules with the 

surface (Fig. 2.12). These factors likely play a role in PDA nucleation and growth on the 

substrates discussed here. 

 
Figure 2.12: Schematic of island formation processes in vapor deposition.  Reproduced from [34]. 

The theoretical basis for this dependency is a rate-equation formalism developed by 

Venebles and others.
35

 A result of this model is Eqn. 3.1: 

exp nucl

s

E
N R

kT

  
  

 
       Eqn. 3.1 

where N is the nucleation density, R is the deposition rate, δ relates to the critical nucleus size, Ts 

is the substrate temperature, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. Enucl is the overall activation energy 

for nucleation incorporating the activation energies for surface diffusion, evaporation, and 

cohesive binding.  Thus, increasing the deposition rate increases the nucleation density, as 

previously observed in pentacene deposition (Fig. 2.13).
30,31

 This observation is anticipated 
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based on increased nucleation frequency given enhanced local monomer concentrations on the 

substrate.   

 
Figure 2.13: Effect of substrate chemistry and vapor deposition rate on the island density and coverage of 

pentacene.  Reproduced from [30]. 

Upon first examination, the nucleation density appears to be independent of the 

deposition rate in the PDA system.  The thickness of PDA islands on SiO2 substrates increases 

for pH values from 8.2 to 8.9 even though the number of islands decreases.  Also, the thickness 

of PDA films formed on SAMs increases from pH = 8.2 to 8.9 while the island density remains 

relatively constant. This paradox can be explained by the competing factors of solubility and 

relative surface attraction as discussed below. 

The analogy of condensed phase PDA deposition to vapor phase deposition of organic 

small molecules is imperfect, although these two kinds of systems have been shown to be 

comparable.
36,37

  It is difficult to control the rate of PDA deposition independently because PDA 
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precursor formation, polymerization, and deposition are inextricably coupled.  For example, 

increasing the pH increases the formation rate of PDA oligomers, but it also increases catechol 

ionization.  This enhances the solubility of PDA and favors desorption.  However, the observed 

Volmer-Weber growth mechanism of PDA suggests that the PDA molecules have a stronger 

interaction with each other than the surface.
38

  Additionally, covalent bonding may occur 

between soluble nascent PDA precursors and insoluble PDA films. Therefore, increasing the pH 

of the solution likely increases the rate of desorption from the bare portions of the substrate 

compared to portions of the substrate that are covered by PDA. 

For the bare surfaces, the increased rate of monomer generation as the pH is increased 

may be balanced by the increased desorption of the depositing monomers.  For PDA-coated 

regions of the substrate, cohesive interactions with the depositing monomers may supercede 

monomer dissolution from pH = 8.2–9.5.  This observation could explain the apparent paradox in 

the thickness-nucleation density relationship mentioned previously.  Also, the distribution of 

molecule types adsorbing on the substrate at early reaction times, which would determine the 

nucleation density, might be different as those that deposit at later times on top of the PDA film. 

QCM-D measurements were performed in order to investigate the relationship of island 

density to the deposition rate of the PDA film.  The QCM-D technique can track the mass 

deposited on a substrate by relating it to the shift in resonant frequency of an underlying quartz 

crystal.
39

  Figure 2.14 shows the frequency (Δf5/5, t = 0 to 240 min) shifts.  The curves are offset 

to the beginning of the frequency drop, and Figures A3-4 show the raw frequency and dissipation 

curves for overtones n = 3–9 with the same offset.  The frequency shifts exhibit the same linear 

decrease for all samples between 10-120 min, after which there is some flattening of the curves 

and deviations between samples.  The sudden horizontal segments at 240 min correspond to  
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Figure 2.14: QCM-D frequency shifts with time for the fifth overtone for two samples on each substrate.  

The flow of dopamine precursor solutions was stopped at approximately 240 min. 

when solution flow was stopped, and indicate that continuous deposition requires continuous 

flow of the reaction solution.  Final frequency shifts are Δf5/5  = -110 to -140 Hz after 4 hr 

solution flow.   

The Sauerbrey relationship can describe the adsorbed mass (m) as a function of observed 

frequency shift (Δfn) and overtone (n) at early times via the following relationship
39

: 

 

nfm C
n


     Eqn. 3.2 

where C = 17.7 ng cm
-2

 Hz
-1

. This relationship is justified at very early times (<10 min) by the 

small differences in overtones (~1 Hz; 3 and 5 Hz for –NH3
+
 1 and 2 ) and small dissipation 

values (Figure A3–4).  As the PDA film becomes thicker, the Sauerbrey relationship becomes 

less accurate, but still represents approximate deposition rates for the time period plotted in 

Figure 2.15a. 
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Figure 2.15: a) Approximate PDA deposition rates at early times, as calculated from the time derivative 

of the data in Fig. 2.15 and Eqn. 3.2.  b) Areal island density as a function of maximum observed 

adsorption rate as recorded from the peaks in (a). 

The approximate deposition rates (Figure 2.15) were calculated from the derivative of the 

frequency shifts.  The deposition rates exhibit similarly shaped peaks at early times (t < 10 min) 

which then converge to a constant value at t  > 15 min.  This convergence of deposition rates is 

likely due to the bare substrate chemistries becoming obscured as PDA progressively deposits 

and covers the substrates.  The deposition rate on SiO2 reaches a steady state value more rapidly 

compared to the SAM-modified substrates.  Substrates modified with –Ph and –CH3 terminal 

SAM groups produce derivative curves that all peak at comparable values, while substrates with 

–NH3
+
 groups exhibit intermediate peaks.  

Figure 2.15b shows a plot of the average areal island density (measured from the static 

vial depositions as shown in Figure 2.11) vs. the maximum adsorption rates averaged from 

overtones 3-9.  A linear correlation is observed, which is expected considering that a greater flux 

of PDA monomers to the surface would increase the likelihood of a nucleation event. 
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The adsorption rates, besides being dependent on the substrate chemistry, can also be 

controlled by adjusting the dopamine concentration in the deposition solution (Figures 2.16 and 

2.17). An increased dopamine concentration increases the reaction rate and flux of PDA 

molecules to the surface without affecting the ionization equilibrium of PDA molecules.  This is 

in contrast to increasing the pH which, while increasing the reaction rate, also increases the 

solubility of the PDA molecules as discussed previously. 

 

Figure 2.16.  AFM scans of PDA films prepared on SiO2 after two depositions at pH 8.5 in stirred, open 

solutions.  Each scan shown is 1 x 1 μm
2
. 

 

 

Figure 2.17:  Granule densities of the PDA films shown in Figure 2.16.  The term ‘granule’ instead of 

‘island’ is used for these samples because they are the result of two depositions instead of one, and its 

unknown if a secondary nucleation event happened in the second deposition on top of the original islands. 

Three measurements were performed on each film.  No film was observed at 0.5 mg/ml. 
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The range of deposition rates on different surface chemistries may be due to the 

differences in interfacial energies with water.  The energy of PDA adsorption can be expressed 

as the difference in interfacial energies of the system before and after PDA deposition: 

 
2 2/ / /Ads PDA Sub PDA H O Sub H OG          Eqn 3.3 

where AdsG  is the work of adsorption, and   is the interfacial energy for the respective interface 

(between PDA, H2O, and the substrate as labeled). The interfacial energy values can be 

calculated from the dispersive and polar components of each isolated surface energy (in vapor) 

using the following equation
40

: 

2 2D D P P

AB A A A B A B                     Eqn 3.4 

where AB  is the interfacial energy, and 
D  and 

P  are the dispersive and polar surface energy 

components of each respective surface. Values of   for the substrates were taken from [11] and 

for PDA from [8]. The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 2.18 relative to the max 

deposition rate observed.  The deposition rate increases as AdsG  decreases from SiO2 to –Ph, as 

expected.  However, a plateau past the –Ph surface suggests that there is a maximum surface-

influenced deposition rate achievable under these reaction conditions (pH = 8.5, 2 mg/ml 

dopamine).  The fact that deposition was still observed in the case of a positive AdsG for SiO2 

suggests that this simple interfacial energy model does not fully describe the system, but it is still 

qualitatively consistent with the incomplete surface coverage observed on SiO2.  In support of 

this interfacial energy interpretation, Sedeva et al. reported greater and faster adsorption of 

polyacrylamide with increasing hydrophobicity of SAM-modified QCM sensor surfaces.
41
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Figure 2.18: Max deposition rate observed via QCM-D vs. the Gibbs energy change (work) of 

adsorption.  Points are the average of the data shown in Figure 2.15b with corresponding standard 

deviation for the 5
th
 overtone only. 

Overall, the QCM-D data suggests that PDA adsorption is promoted on hydrophobic substrates, 

and this is partly responsible for the differences in nucleation densities.  

Finally, note that deposition continued over the entire 4 hr period for a single dopamine 

solution.  This is in contrast to the observation that fresh dopamine solutions in Tris buffer are 

required every 20 min to continue film growth.
2
 Tris contains primary amines that compete with 

intramolecular cyclization in ortho-quinone bearing dopamines, thereby scavenging PDA  

 
Figure 2.19:  Tris buffer incorporation into dopamine-quinone preventing intramolecular cyclization. 

precursors and preventing indole formation.
3,13

 This observation is consistent with monotonically 

increasing PDA growth when using amine-free phosphate buffers.
1
 Therefore, buffers without 
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primary amines appear to preserve the precursor evolution and aggregation processes necessary 

for film deposition and growth. 

2.5 Conclusions 

The nucleation and growth of PDA films in aqueous solution has been measured as a 

function of substrate composition.  AFM scans indicate that PDA films consist of a granular 

morphology with 3-dimensional island growth.  The coverage and density of the islands was 

smallest on SiO2 surfaces and largest on neutral, hydrophobic surfaces.  Increasing the pH of the 

deposition solution from 8.2 to 10 revealed the importance of catechol ionization on film 

deposition and morphology.  Deposition of PDA from aqueous phases at pH = 9.5 represents a 

critical point for the SAM-modified substrates where the PDA precursor generation and film 

growth is maximized, yet the catechol ionization is not enough such that dissolution prevents 

adsorption, as is the case at pH = 10. Adsorption of PDA on charged surfaces composed of bare 

SiO2 is inhibited by catechol ionization across pH values ranging from 8.2–10.  QCM-D 

measurements suggest that the nucleation density is correlated with maximum adsorption rates at 

early deposition times.  The correlation between increasing dopamine concentration and 

increased nucleation density supports this conclusion.  

These data support the universal deposition capability of polydopamine while revealing 

that the substrate chemistry and deposition conditions affect the rate of nucleation and growth.  

This may have important implications in controlling the morphology of PDA films for 

applications as a functional coating. 
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Chapter 3 

Compositional Control of Polydopamine Films 

3.1 Abstract 

The facile preparation of conformal PDA films on broad classes of materials has 

prompted extensive research into a wide variety of potential applications for PDA.  The 

constituent molecular species in PDA exhibit diverse chemical moieties, and therefore highly 

variable properties of PDA-based devices may evolve with post-processing conditions.  Chapter 

3 discusses the use of redox-inactive cations for oxidative post-processing of deposited PDA 

films. PDA films incubated in alkaline CaCl2 solutions produce 5,6-dihydroxyindole (DHI) 

radicals in a dose-dependent manner.  PDA films incubated in CaCl2 solutions exhibit 53% of the 

oxidative charge transfer compared to pristine PDA films.  Carboxylic acid groups generated 

from the oxidation process lower the isoelectric point of PDA films from pH = 4.0 ± 0.2 to pH 

3.1 ± 0.3. PDA films exposed to CaCl2 solutions during post-processing also enhance Fe
2+

/Fe
3+

 

chelation compared to pristine PDA films.  These data illustrate that the molecular heterogeneity 

and non-equilibrium character of as-deposited PDA films afford control over the final 

composition by choosing post-processing conditions, but also demands forethought into how the 

performance of PDA-incorporated devices may change over time in salt solutions. 
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Scheme 3.1:  Graphical summary of Chapter 3.  Freshly-synthesized PDA films are partially oxidized and 

contain molecular species from all stages of the dopamine oxidation pathway.  Alkaline solutions of 

redox-inactive cations can bias the composition of PDA towards downstream oxidative products and in 

doing so modulate the physical properties of PDA films. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

The primary means of controlling the intrinsic properties of PDA films thus far explored 

have been the conditions of the precursor solution.  The intrinsic oxidation mechanism of 

dopamine is sensitive to dissolved O2, dopamine, and hydronium concentration
1
, however buffer 

composition and substrate chemistry also influence PDA film growth. The rate of PDA film 

growth is accelerated as pH values approach 9.5 above which (pH > 9.5) increased PDA 

solubility compromises film quality.
2,3

 Copper ions and periodate oxidants, in contrast to 

dissolved O2, can create PDA films in aqueous solutions at pH < 7.0.
4,5

 Electrochemical 

oxidation of dopamine produces PDA films with increased ion permeability
6
 and stability

7
 

compared to PDA films formed through auto-oxidation. Buffer composition and substrate 
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chemistry also influence the deposition rate and nanostructure of PDA films.
3,8,9

 Post-synthesis 

treatments such as thermal annealing
10,11

 or FeCl3 treatments
12

 of PDA films increases their 

stability in alkaline solutions compared to pristine PDA films.  Taken together, these numerous 

strategies illustrate the use of PDA deposition conditions and post-processing to tune PDA 

composition and reactivity. 

A comprehensive understanding of structure-processing-property relationships in PDA 

could accelerate the implementation of this material in many technologies.  Devices 

incorporating PDA are most commonly applied in aqueous solutions of metal salts. Yet there is 

little knowledge regarding the temporal evolution of PDA properties in response to solutions of 

group I and II cations which are known to influence cohesive forces
13

 and redox kinetics
14

 in 

other catecholic materials. Chapter 3 discusses the influence of CaCl2 solutions on oxidation of 

pre-deposited PDA films. The oxidation kinetics, redox state, and physicochemical properties of 

PDA films are reported. Functional properties of PDA films including catechol-cation chelation 

are also investigated. 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Materials 

Dopamine hydrochloride (98%), iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (>99%), iron(II) chloride 

tetrahydrate (>99%) sodium chloride (>99%) and citric acid (>99.5%) were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO USA) and used as received.  Sodium bicarbonate (>99%), sodium 

carbonate (>99%), tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (Tris), sodium phosphate dibasic (99.2%) 

and magnesium chloride hexahydrate (>99%) were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Hampton, 

NH USA) and used as received.  Calcium chloride dihydrate (>99%) was purchased from BDH 
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VWR International (Radnor, PA USA).  Water was purified (18.2 MΩ-cm) using Direct-Q 3 

UV-R system (Millipore). Silicon wafers with native oxide were purchased from Silicon Quest 

International (San Jose, CA USA; 1” diameter, phosphorus doped).  Indium tin oxide (ITO) 

pieces were purchased from University Wafer (Boston, MA USA; 20 Ω/□; ITO on glass.

3.3.2 PDA Film Preparation and Iron Binding  

Silicon and ITO substrates were cleaned by sonication in acetone, followed by isopropyl 

alcohol and then rinsed with de-ionized water (ddH2O).  Substrates were then cleaned by UV-

ozone (30 mW/cm
2
, 5 min; Jelight, Irvine, CA USA).  PDA films were prepared by dissolving 2 

mg/ml dopamine hydrochloride in 200 ml of 50 mM bicarbonate buffer at pH = 8.5.  Pre-cleaned 

substrates were incubated in dopamine solutions in ambient air and rotational agitation (65 rpm).  

After 24 hr the substrates were rinsed and incubated in a refreshed deposition solution for 

another 24 hr and a total 48 hour deposition time.  The substrates were then rinsed and placed in 

ddH2O for 24 hr then dried under a stream of N2.   

PDA films were incubated in 3.2 mM HCl (pH = 2.5) for 15 min after exposure to post-

processing solutions (CaCl2 + Tris, Tris, ddH2O only) and then washed with ddH2O to remove 

precipitates and equilibrate the pH within the films.  The pH values of all sample solutions were 

measured using an Ag/AgCl electrode (Hach, model 5014T; Loveland, CO USA).  

For iron chelation assays, PDA films were incubated in either ddH2O or 300 mM CaCl2 

(pH = 9.5) for 4 hr, then in pH = 2.5 HCl for 15 min, and finally 5 mM FeCl2 or FeCl3 solutions 

for 100 min.  FeCl2 was used to investigate iron chelation at pH > 4 where Fe
3+

 ions precipitate 

as hydroxide species.
15
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3.3.3 Spectroscopic and Electrochemical Characterization of PDA Films 

Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) spectra of hydrated PDA films on 0.9 x 2.5 cm
2
 ITO 

substrates were recorded (UV-2600, Shimadzu; Kyoto, JAPAN) in various buffered salt 

solutions with a pristine ITO substrate and solution in the reference cell.  After incubating the 

PDA films for 3 min in the desired solution (to allow for solution permeation and pH 

equilibration), the spectra of the films were recorded every 83 seconds for several hours.   

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the PDA films were recorded via attenuated 

total reflectance (ATR) technique (Frontier, PerkinElmer; Waltham, MA USA).  Raman spectra 

(NTegra Spectra; Tempe, AZ) were recorded with a 532 nm laser.  Each measurement was done 

at unique single point of spot size ~1 µm diameter at 1 mW power for 50-60 seconds.  Peak 

deconvolution was performed with OriginLab software (Northampton, MA USA).   

Zeta potentials of PDA films were calculated by measuring the streaming potential near a 

rotating disk
16

 (PDA film on SiO2) at different pH with a custom-built ZetaSpin apparatus.
17

  

Cyclic voltammetry was performed in a conventional three-electrode setup with saturated 

Ag/AgCl reference electrodes (Koslow Scientific; Englewood, NJ USA) and platinum mesh as 

counter electrode.  Tests were performed in 180 mM citric acid-sodium phosphate buffer (pH = 

7.0) with 100 mM NaCl supporting electrolyte that had been purged for 1 hr N2.  Scans were 

swept between -0.4 V and 0.9 V at 30 mV/s using an Interface 1000 potentiostat (Gamry 

Instruments; Warminster, PA USA). 

3.3.4 Morphological Characterization of PDA Films 

Film thicknesses and morphology were measured using atomic force microscopy (NT-

MDT NTegra AFM; Tempe, AZ) in tapping mode.  Large range scans were 9 x 9 µm
2
 at 0.8 Hz 
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(NT-MDT NTegra AFM; Tempe, AZ; k = 25-95 N/m, tip radius = 35 nm).  High resolution 

scans were recorded at areas of 0.9 x 0.9 µm
2
 at 2 Hz (Budget Sensors; k = 5 N/m, tip radius <1 

nm).  Film thickness was determined by scratching the films and measuring the height profile 

with AFM.
3
 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Alkaline calcium solutions promote oxidation of PDA films and generation 

of DHI radicals 

Oxidative chemical synthesis of PDA films from dopamine is a complex multi-step 

process (Scheme 3.2) that includes redox processes, cyclization, polymerization, and various 

cleavage reactions that may serve as control points for altering the composition of PDA.
1,8,18  

Although the precursors are relatively simple, multiple different possible reaction pathways 

quickly increase the diversity of products. The rate limiting step is the first 1e
–
 oxidation of 

deprotonated catechol by molecular O2 to produce dopamine-semiquinone and O2
–
.
1
 The 

semiquinone is oxidized again by O2 to produce dopamine-quinone, which can then undergo 

intramolecular cyclization. Subsequent oxidation steps and intramolecular rearrangements 

produce various heterocyclic species.
8,18,19

  H2O2 generated upon oxidation of the catechol 

groups by O2
–
 can also generate pyrrole-carboxylic acids by cleaving 5,6-dihydroxyindole 

units.
8,20

 Reactive monomers produced during the dopamine oxidation pathway oligomerize 

(observed up to the octamer level
8,18

) and aggregate into disordered graphite-like 

nanostructures.
21

 The resulting PDA has a stable population of free radicals (ca. 1 radical per 

1700 monomers
22

) that depends on the buffer used during PDA synthesis.
9
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Scheme 3.2: Oxidation pathway of dopamine in alkaline solutions exposed to O2.  The proposed structure 

of PDA consists of oligomers of all species shown. 

Freshly-synthesized PDA films and particles are partially oxidized and contain species 

from all stages of the dopamine oxidation pathway.
8,18

 Although the microstructure of PDA is 

largely static, the chemical composition (and subsequent physical properties) of PDA films 

evolves continuously over their lifetime as constituent molecules are exposed to controlled 

conditions after film deposition or de facto post-processing conditions via the ambient 

environment.  The in situ chemical evolution of PDA films incubated in CaCl2 solutions was 

monitored via UV-Vis spectroscopy.  The difference in the spectra of the PDA films from the 

initial recording (A = Abs(t) – Abs(0 min); Figure 3.1) reveal two distinct peaks at λAbs = 337 
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nm and λAbs = 487 nm that develop over several hours (henceforth designated as A337nm and 

A487nm). The A337nm and A487nm peaks are assigned to DHI-semiquinone species based on  

  

Figure 3.1: a) Subtracted UV-Vis spectra of PDA film in 300 mM CaCl2, 50 mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5.  

Inset: Original spectra.  b) Absorbance at the designated wavelengths over time (spectra recorded every 

83 s). 

peak positions and dependence on incubation conditions. While the positions of the two observed 

peaks are comparable to dopaminochrome (λAbs = 300 nm and λAbs = 476 nm),
23

 they are in closer 

agreement to DHI-semiquinone (λAbs = 330 nm and λAbs = 490 nm).
24

  Additionally, A337nm and 

A487nm increase when Ca
2+

 is present in the solution (Figure 2a).  Ca
2+

 ions bias the 

comproportionation equilibrium towards greater radical concentration in catecholic 

systems.
14,25,26

 Ca
2+

 ions also associate with and stabilize semiquinone radicals, as has been 

observed for various multivalent cations in DHI-rich
27

 eumelanin.
28

    

The temporal evolution of PDA film composition is likely due to altered oxidative 

mechanisms induced by Ca
2+

 cations. The hour long time scales for the DHI-semiquinone 

generation in CaCl2-incubated PDA films (Figure 1b) suggest an oxygen kinetic limitation, 

considering that the autoxidation of dopamine solutions occurs on similar time scales.
1,2

  Ca
2+
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ions accelerate the oxygen consumption of solutions of pyrocatechol and dopamine,
14,25,26

 which 

is attributed to  Ca
2+

-mediated deprotonation of the catechol group and subsequent 1e
–
 oxidation 

by O2.
25

 The proportional increase of A337nm and A487nm with [CaCl2] and pH further support 

 
Figure 3.2:  a) Subtracted spectra absorbance at λAbs = 337 nm after 1 hr as a function of [CaCl2] in 50 

mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5.  b) Subtracted spectra absorbance after 1 hr as a function of pH in 300 mM 

CaCl2, 50 mM Tris buffer.  See Figure S4 for equivalent data at λAbs = 487 nm.  Data are represented as 

the average ± std. dev.  (n = 2). 

this proposed catechol-cation interaction (Figure 3.2). The increase in A337nm between pH = 7.5 

and 9.5 indicates an underlying mechanism dependent on catechol deprotonation (pKa ~ 9).
29

  

Interestingly, the semiquinone population in melanins increases at pH > 7 in a similar manner to 

the absorbance behavior observed in Figure 3.2b
30,31

 further supporting the assignment of 

A337nm and A487nm to DHI-semiquinone.  
 

Aqueous solutions of redox-inactive cations can be used as post-processing buffers to 

control the composition of PDA films. Alkaline NaCl solutions accelerate oxidation of pre-

deposited PDA films compared to Tris buffer alone (Figure 3.3a). The spectra recorded from 

films incubated in NaCl solutions exhibit suppressed absorbance values and less-defined peaks 

compared to PDA films incubated in CaCl2, which is likely due to relatively weak bonding of  
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Figure 3.3:  a) Subtracted spectra after 1 hr in 300 mM of indicated salt + 50mM Tris buffer pH 

9.5.  b) Subtracted spectra after 1 hr in 300 mM of indicated salt + 50mM Tris buffer pH 9.0.  

Spectra are averages of two samples. 

monovalent cations with catechols compared to divalent cations.  Films incubated in alkaline 

MgCl2 solutions, in contrast to NaCl, do produce a spectrum of similar intensity to CaCl2 (Figure 

3.3b).  There are two weak convoluted peaks at ca. λAbs = 458 nm and 310 nm which suggests a 

slightly different distribution of oxidation products compared to films in CaCl2 solutions.  

Overall, the accelerated spectral evolution of PDA films in the presence of NaCl, MgCl2, and 

CaCl2 solutions show that redox-inactive cations modify the constituent molecules in PDA films. 

Cation-mediated oxidation of PDA films is supported by cyclic voltammetry (Figure 3.4).  

The midpoint between the onset of the oxidation and reduction curves in the voltammogram is 

approximately 180 mV (vs Ag/AgCl), consistent with a dopamine/quinone redox couple at pH = 

7.0.
23

 The films incubated in 300 mM CaCl2 solutions (pH = 9.5) exhibited a total oxidative 

charge transfer only 56% of that of films incubated in equivalent pH without CaCl2 (4.85 mC vs. 

8.70 mC, respectively).  The decrease in reversible oxidation capacity could result from damage 

to the films and a corresponding reduction in film thickness. However, the thickness of PDA 

films is largely constant before and after CaCl2 incubation (59 ± 3 nm before, 61 ± 6 nm after).  
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Figure 3.4: First cycle voltammograms of PDA films that were incubated for 4 hours in either ddH2O, 0 

mM CaCl2 50mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5, or 300 mM CaCl2 50mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5.  Electrolyte 

consisted of 180 mM sodium diphosphate – citric acid buffer and 100 mM NaCl at pH = 7.0.  Scan rate 

was 30 mV/s. 

Therefore, the relative decrease in oxidative charge transfer in PDA films incubated in CaCl2 

solutions compared to those incubated without CaCl2 is direct evidence that Ca
2+

 ions promote 

oxidation of PDA. 

3.4.2 Alkaline calcium solutions generate carboxylic acid groups in PDA and 

lower the isoelectric point 

The altered molecular composition of PDA exposed to redox-inactive cations has 

important implications for PDA’s function as a metal sorption material.
10,11-13

   The 2e
–
 oxidation 

of DHI produces 5,6-indolequinone which can tautomerize to quinone-imine or quinone-

methide.
37,38

 Also, H2O2 in alkaline solutions – generated during dopamine oxidation – can 

transform DHI species into pyrrole scaffolds with pendant carboxylates.
8
 Quinone-imine and 

carboxylates may compete with catechols for metal cations
46

 and increase binding capacity in 
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PDA since pKa,quinone-imine, carboxylate < pKa,dopamine. These species also contribute negative space 

charges in PDA films that can affect ion transport within the film.
39,40

 

The Ca
2+

-induced oxidation of PDA films generates carboxylic acid groups, as confirmed 

by ATR–FTIR spectroscopy (Figure 3.5). The two peaks in the 1600–1500 cm
-1

 region for PDA  

 
Figure 3.5:  ATR-FTIR spectra of PDA films that were incubated in 300 mM CaCl2 50mM Tris buffer 

pH = 9.5 for the designated times.  Also shown is the spectrum of dopamine hydrochloride stock powder, 

scaled and shifted for clarity. 

 
Figure 3.6:  ATR-FTIR spectra of pristine PDA film before and after applied voltage of +0.9 V for 30 

min at pH = 7. 
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are assigned to aromatic C=C vibrations.
41

 The overlap of peaks in PDA and dopamine, centered 

about 1500 cm
-1

 and 1285 cm
-1

, are attributed to uncyclized dopamine in PDA.  Incubating PDA 

in CaCl2 solutions lowers the relative intensity of the 1500 cm
-1

 and 1285 cm
-1

 peaks, which is 

consistent with oxidation and cyclization of residual dopamine.  A shoulder at ca. 1700 cm
-1

 

increases with increasing incubation time, which could be attributed to either pyrrole carboxylic 

acids or quinone moieties, both of which are oxidation products of dopamine.  However, the 

intensity of the 1700 cm
-1

 shoulder was preserved after the electrochemical generation of 

quinone moieties (0.9 V vs Ag/AgCl for 30 min) (Figure 3.6). Unlike electrochemical oxidation, 

molecular O2-induced oxidation of catechols produces H2O2 which can convert PDA into pyrrole 

carboxylic acids.
8
 Therefore, the increase in intensity of this vibration in the alkaline CaCl2-

incubated films is attributed to pyrrole carboxylic acids.  The aforementioned changes in features 

observed in IR spectra with increasing time in alkaline CaCl2 solution are comparable to those 

observed in PDA created from dopamine with increasing concentrations of chemical oxidant.
5
 

This congruence further supports the interpretation that Ca
2+

 cations promote in situ oxidative 

maturation of PDA films. 

The formation of pyrrole carboxylic acid groups as a mature oxidation product in CaCl2-

oxidized PDA films is further supported by zeta potential measurements. The zeta potential of 

pristine PDA is negative above pH = 4 and becomes less negative as the pH is decreased (Figure 

3.7).  Catechol and amine groups in the PDA films are fully protonated at pH = 7.
29

  Therefore, 

the loss of negative surface charge below pH = 7.0 in pristine PDA is attributed to protonation of 

a variety of other species such as quinone imine (pKa: 6.3), or pyrrole carboxylic acids.  The 

primary amines on uncyclized dopamine incorporated in PDA films also contribute to the net 

positive ζ at pH < 4.  The average isoelectric point of pH = 4.0 ± 0.2 for the three samples agrees 
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with a previous report.
42

 The value of ζ becomes more negative as PDA films are incubated in 

300 mM CaCl2 solutions resulting in a lowered average isoelectric point of 3.1 ± 0.3.  A new 

inflection point appears around pH = 4.5 below which ζ becomes less negative.  The pH value of 

this inflection point suggests protonation of carboxylic acid moieties, while the absence of an  

 
Figure 3.7:  Zeta potential titrations of pristine PDA films and PDA films that were incubated in 300 mM 

CaCl2 50mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5 for 4 hours.  Numbers 1-3 designate unique samples. 

inflection point at pH = 6.3 suggests that quinone-imine species do not contribute significantly to 

ζ for CaCl2-oxidized PDA films.
42

 The more negative surface charge in oxidized PDA films is 

therefore attributed to pyrrole carboxylic acid groups, which are known downstream products of 

PDA oxidation.
8
 

3.4.3 Films incubated in alkaline CaCl2 solutions exhibit enhanced iron chelation 

The altered molecular composition of CaCl2-oxidized PDA films increases iron chelation 

as measured by Raman spectroscopy.  Raman spectroscopy can identify iron-catechol chelates in 

Sepia melanin
43

 and mussel byssal threads
44

 which contain equivalent structural components 
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(dihydroxyindoles and catecholamines) to PDA. The spectrum of PDA (Figure 3.9) is dominated 

by two broad convoluted peaks at ca. 1360 cm
-1

 and 1570 cm
-1

 which are characteristic of 

disordered aromatic carbon materials.
45

 Deconvolution of the region between 1050 – 1800 cm
-1

  

 
Figure 3.8:  Deconvoluted Raman spectrum of PDA film. 

revealed 6 component vibrational bands similar to that of eumelanin (Figure 3.8).
46,47

 The two 

most prominent bands centered at 1587 cm
-1

 and 1356 cm
-1

 are assigned to the in-plane parallel 

displacement of sp
2
-bonded carbons (“G band”) and the breathing vibration of 6-carbon aromatic 

rings (“D band”), respectively.
45

 The overall spectra and individual components of the 

deconvoluted spectra are observed in various disordered aromatic carbon materials such as 

humic acids and carbonized biopolymers.
48–51

 Also present in the Raman spectrum of PDA is a 

low intensity band centered at 460 cm
-1

, which is attributed to torsion of –OH groups in 

catechols.
43,52

   

 

CaCl2-oxidized PDA films exhibit clear enhanced iron chelation after incubation in iron 

solutions (Figures 3.9, 3.10).  The Raman spectra of pristine films remain unchanged before and 
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after incubation in all iron solutions. Conversely, CaCl2-oxidized PDA films generate two 

features: a new band at 555 cm
-1

; an increase in intensity at 1482 cm
-1

. These signatures 

observed in PDA are also detected in Sepia melanin.
43

 When Sepia melanin is enriched with Fe
3+

 

a new band appears at 570 cm
-1

 with similar intensity to the 460 cm
-1

 band, and the intensity 

increases in the convoluted 1470 cm
-1

 region.   

 
Figure 3.9:  Raman spectra of PDA films before and after incubating in 5 mM iron solutions for 

100 min.  A) Films with no iron exposure.  B) FeCl3 pH = 2.6   C) FeCl2 pH = 2.6   D) FeCl2 pH 

= 4.1   E) FeCl2 pH = 5.1 

The two intensified bands imply that CaCl2-oxidized PDA films exhibit increased iron 

chelation capacity compared to pristine counterparts. The chelate vibrations of Fe-enediolate 

complexes are observed in the 500 cm
-1

– 600 cm
-1

 region in a variety of systems.
44,53–55

  The 555 

cm
-1

 band is assigned to the 5-membered chelate ring of catechol moieties bound to iron in PDA.  

Additionally, a band between 1480 – 1490 cm
-1

 is also indicative of catecholic chelates with iron 

in solution or nanoparticle surfaces. 
55–58

  The intensity of the 1482 cm
-1

 band (Figure 3.11) 
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follows the same trend with pH and film condition as the 555 cm
-1

 band (Figure 3.10), indicating 

that both bands serve as indicators of increased iron chelation capacity in CaCl2-oxidized films 

compared to pristine PDA films. 

 
Figure 3.10:  Raman spectra of PDA films before and after incubation in 5 mM iron chloride solutions 

for 100 min.  a) Pristine PDA films.  b) PDA films that were incubated in in 300 mM CaCl2 50mM Tris 

buffer pH = 9.5 for 4 hours.  The band centered at 460 cm
-1

 corresponds to –OH torsion.  The band at 555 

cm
-1

 visible in (b) is due to vibration of the five-membered chelate ring of iron with catechol.  

 
Figure 3.11:  Ratio of the intensity of the 1482 cm

-1
 peak to the 1587 cm

-1
 peak for PDA films before and 

after incubating in 5 mM iron solutions for 100 min.  Standard error bars are for 5 measurements on each 

sample. 
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Elevated iron chelation capacity in CaCl2-oxidized films is attributed to several factors.  

Previous electrochemical studies on PDA films have revealed that at pH < 4, PDA films are 

impermeable to multivalent cations due to a net positive charge in the film.
39,40

 Pristine films 

exhibit more positive zeta potentials compared to CaCl2-oxidized films which could account for 

the lack of detectable iron chelation in pristine films.  However, altered surface charges cannot 

fully account for the differences in iron chelation as iron chelation is observed in CaCl2-oxidized 

films at pH = 2.6 where ζ > 0, and not observed in pristine PDA films at pH = 5.1 where ζ < 0.  

The most significant factor affecting iron chelation is likely the difference in iron-binding 

affinity between dopamine and DHI units.  Alkaline solutions of CaCl2 bias the products of the 

PDA synthetic pathway towards downstream products including DHI. Furthermore, DHI has a 

higher binding affinity for Fe
3+

 between pH 3 – 10 compared to free dopamine.
59

 Finally, bis-

coordinated catechol-Fe
3+

 species from catechol-bearing DHI are stable over a wider pH range 

for DHI compared to catechol-bearing dopamine. Taken together, the increase in Fe
3+

 binding 

affinity is therefore primarily attributed to increased concentrations of DHI in post-processed 

PDA films.  

The evolution of both carboxylic acids and DHI as downstream oxidation products in 

CaCl2-oxidized PDA suggests that the functional properties of PDA films can be controlled by 

post-processing.  Ion exchange studies on Sepia melanin revealed that Mg
2+

 and Ca
2+

 cations 

have a greater passive affinity for carboxylic acid groups in melanin compared to catechol 

groups, and the converse for Fe
3+

.
60

 Therefore, CaCl2-induced oxidation of PDA may increase 

PDA’s passive affinity for group II/I cations while simultaneously enhancing binding of Fe
3+

 via 

DHI units.  This is in contrast to a more actively-controlled (i.e. electrically biased) affinity for 

group II cations in pristine PDA films.
35

 Additionally, cation transport through PDA films can be 
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enhanced by more carboxylic acid groups, as discussed previously in the context of more 

negative zeta potential of the films.
39,40

 Therefore, post-processing of PDA films can potentially 

be used to modulate the metal sorption properties of PDA films for application specific coatings. 

Prospective applications include novel ion-exchange membranes or separation layers for 

electrochemical storage systems.
33–35,61

  

3.5 Conclusions 

Redox-inactive metal cations can bias oxidative dopamine pathways to produce 

downstream products in PDA films (e.g. DHI and pyrrole carboxylic acids as opposed to 

dopamine).  The enhanced iron chelating ability of the oxidized PDA films is attributed to a 

more negative zeta potential and greater binding affinity for Fe
3+

 in catechols found in DHI 

compared to dopamine.  These results emphasize the practical considerations and limitations 

associated with the non-equilibrium state and heterogeneity of pristine PDA films.  

Technological translation of PDA films must account for the evolution of PDA’s chemical 

behavior over time in different environmental conditions.  PDA’s heterogeneity also enables a 

broad range of control over its properties, and group I/II cation solutions can act as a post-

processing strategy to tune the chemical composition of PDA films.  The balance between 

upstream products such as non-cyclized dopamine can be balanced with downstream products 

such as DHI.   This technique could improve reproducibility and ultimately accelerate the use of 

PDA as a functional material. 
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Chapter 4 

Bulk Adhesive and Cohesive Mechanics of 

Polydopamine Films 

4.1 Abstract 

 The adhesive and cohesive interactions of polydopamine (PDA) are currently explained 

in terms of PDA’s abundant catechol groups and microstructural similarity to melanins. Control 

over PDA’s adhesive and structural stability requires a more comprehensive, material-specific 

understanding of PDA’s bulk properties.  Chapter 4 describes quantification of PDA film 

delamination kinetics and elastic modulus.  Visual recording of PDA film delamination from 

SiO2 substrates revealed accelerated delamination (spanning orders of magnitude from 12 hr to 1 

min) with increasing pH and monovalent salt concentration.  Delamination was retarded for films 

synthesized from higher dopamine concentrations, and it was completely prevented in the 

presence of Ca
2+

.  Films on indium tin oxide (ITO) did not spontaneously delaminate in alkaline 

salt solutions, but application of +0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 20 min did cause coherent 

delamination.  Delaminated films exhibited orientation-dependent adhesion to 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer.  Elastic moduli of PDA films were quantified by 

compressive thin film wrinkling, and the measured value of 2.0 ± 0.9 GPA agrees with 

simulations of PDA based on a monomeric aggregate model.  Crosslinking of primary amines 

within the films by genipin was successful in increasing the modulus to 7.9 ± 2.5 GPA.  These 

results demonstrate that the adhesive stability and elastic modulus of PDA films can be 

controlled by synthesis and post-processing techniques. 
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4.2 Introduction 

The versatile and relatively strong underwater adhesion of catechols has been established 

in numerous contexts. Empirical and theoretical investigations of catechol-surface interactions 

have demonstrated the importance of the un-oxidized, bidentate catechol moiety in forming 

interfacial hydrogen bonds or metal-coordination bonds depending on the surface chemistry.
1–5

 

Recent studies have revealed the cooperative adhesive action of primary amines, which displace 

hydrated surface salts allowing for close approach of nearby catechol groups.
6,7

  A more 

comprehensive understanding of how these two adhesive mechanisms manifest in bulk 

catecholamine coatings would help accelerate their practical implementation and the design of 

derivative materials. 

 
Figure 4.1: Simulations of aggregates of DHI monomers showed an increase in Young’s modulus as the 

degree of bonding between the monomers increased.  Reproduced from [8] 

In addition to their adhesive properties, understanding the microstructure and internal 

cohesion of catecholamine films is important for controlling their mechanical stability.  The most 

commonly used catecholamine film polydopamine is not an extended polymer in the traditional 

sense but likely rather a heterogeneous aggregate of small oligomers (observed up to the octamer 

level).
9–11

 Computational modeling of PDA has been successful in reproducing fundamental 
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physical parameters of the bulk material, and has also revealed the positive role of interunit 

bonding in increasing the elastic modulus of PDA. (Figure 4.1).
8,12

  Increasing the internal 

cohesion and robustness of PDA films could improve their long-term performance in 

mechanically agitated environments,
45-47

 such as in the human body
13

 or flowing liquids.
48-49 

Chapter 4 discusses the bulk adhesive and cohesive properties of polydopamine films and 

means for controlling them via synthesis conditions, salt valency, and chemical crosslinking.  

Delamination kinetics of films on SiO2 and indium tin oxide (ITO) surfaces under selected 

solution conditions are reported, along with subsequent compressive buckling of these films. 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Materials  

Dopamine hydrochloride (98%), sodium chloride (>99%) iron(III) chloride hexahydrate 

(>99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO USA) and used as received.  

Sodium bicarbonate (>99%), sodium carbonate (>99%), tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane 

(Tris), sodium sulfate (>99%) and sodium phosphate dibasic (99.2%)  were purchased from 

Fisher Scientific (Hampton, NH USA) and used as received.  Calcium chloride dihydrate (>99%) 

was purchased from BDH VWR International (Radnor, PA USA). Water was purified (18.2 MΩ-

cm) using Direct-Q 3 UV-R system (Millipore). Silicon wafers with 1 μm thermal oxide were 

purchased from Silicon Quest International (San Jose, CA USA; 4” diameter, phosphorus 

doped).  Indium tin oxide (ITO) pieces were purchased from University Wafer (Boston, MA 

USA; 20 Ω/□; ITO on glass). 
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4.3.2 PDA Film Preparation 

Silicon and ITO substrates were cleaned by sonication in acetone, followed by isopropyl 

alcohol and then rinsed with de-ionized water (ddH2O).  Substrates were then cleaned by UV-

ozone (30 mW/cm
2
, 5 min; Jelight, Irvine, CA USA).  PDA films were prepared by dissolving 1, 

2.5, or 4 mg/ml dopamine hydrochloride in 200 ml of 50 mM bicarbonate buffer at pH = 8.5.  

Pre-cleaned substrates were incubated in dopamine solutions in ambient air and rotational 

agitation (65 rpm).  After 24 hr the substrates were rinsed and incubated in a refreshed deposition 

solution.  This process was repeated as necessary to achieve a desired film thickness (24, 48, or 

72 hr).  The substrates were then rinsed and placed in ddH2O for 24 hr then dried under a stream 

of N2.  The pH values of all sample solutions were measured using an Ag/AgCl electrode (Hach, 

model 5014T; Loveland, CO USA).  

4.3.3 Delamination of PDA Films 

Individual samples of PDA were cut from a larger parent sample and placed in ddH2O for 

14 hr before delamination.  Samples were placed in petri dishes, the desired solution was poured 

in, and the delamination process was observed visually (see Figures 1b and SX-X).  The buffered 

solutions were periodically partially refreshed during long tests (>30 min) in order to maintain 

the specified pH.   The times until complete delamination were recorded.  Optical images and 

video were taken with a Canon EOS Rebel T3i camera.   

Electrochemical tests were performed in a conventional three-electrode setup with 

saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrodes (Koslow Scientific; Englewood, NJ USA) and platinum 

mesh as counter electrode.  Tests were performed in 50 mM bicarbonate/carbonate buffer (pH = 

10) with 122 mM NaCl supporting electrolyte (to attain [Na
+
] = 200 mM) and in ambient 

atmosphere.  PDA films on ITO were delaminated by applying +0.9 V for 20 min. Cyclic 
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voltammetry scans were swept between -0.4 V and 0.9 V at 30 mV/s using an Interface 1000 

potentiostat (Gamry Instruments; Warminster, PA USA).   

4.3.4 PDA Film Wrinkling and Crosslinking 

Elastomeric substrates were prepared using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, 

Dow Corning, Midland, MI USA) cured in a 10:1 ratio at 75°C for 5 hr.  Rectangular PDMS 

coupons (W × L × H = 1.3 cm × 4 cm × 0.9 cm) were mounted in a custom fixation device and 

strained by 8% on the long axis.  ddH2O drops were placed on the strained PDMS and free-

floating PDA films were transferred into the drops and laminated onto the PDMS via applied 

pressure.  The excess ddH2O was then blown away by flowing N2.  After 10 min the strain on the 

PDMS was slowly released (~0.5 mm/s) in order to induce wrinkling on the PDA film. 

Iron crosslinking was performed by first incubating delaminated films in 100 mM CaCl2 

(50 mM Tris buffer, pH = 10) for 100 min.  This initial step acts to oxidize the films and was 

necessary to observe iron chelation in the Raman spectrum (see Chapter 3).  Films were then 

dipped in ddH2O and placed in 5 mM FeCl3 solution for 100 min.  Films were then placed in pH 

= 10 Tris buffer for 20 min to ensure the pH of the films was high enough (pH > 5) to ensure at 

least bis-coordination of catechols with Fe
3+

.
15,16

  Raman spectra of the pristine and iron-chelated 

films (NTegra Spectra; Tempe, AZ) were recorded with a 532 nm laser.  Each measurement was 

done at unique single point of spot size ~1 µm diameter at 1 mW power for 30 seconds.   

Genipin crosslinking was performed by placing delaminated films in solutions of 3 

mg/ml genipin (pH = 7; 50 mM phosphate buffer) for 24 hr at 40°C.  Films were then dipped in 

ddH2O and placed in ddH2O for 12 hours before wrinkling tests.  Control samples were put 

through the same process except no genipin was present in the heated solution. 
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All PDA film samples used for wrinkling measurements were prepared in 1 mg/ml 

dopamine solution for a 24 + 24 hr deposition resulting in 59 nm thickness.  PDA films used for 

crosslinking were delaminated from SiO2 in 200 mM NaCl at pH = 10 (50 mM Tris buffer). 

Uniaxial tensile tests (n = 4) on PDMS were conducted using a 10 N load cell at strain 

rates of 2 mm/min (Instron 5943 equipped with Bluehill 3 software, Norwood, MA) 

 
Figure 4.2:  Quantification of wrinkling wavelengths: (a) AFM scan of a wrinkled genipin-crosslinked 

film.  A height profile was extracted from the blue highlighted region.  (b) Height profile illustrating 

periodic wrinkling  (c) Fast Fourier transform of the height profile indicating a characteristic wavelength 

of λ = 4.45μm 

4.3.5 Morphological Characterization of PDA Films 

Film thicknesses and morphology were measured using atomic force microscopy (NT-

MDT NTegra AFM; Tempe, AZ) in tapping mode.  Scans for wrinkling measurements were 

performed with tips of radius = 35 nm and k = 25-95 N/m (NT-MDT NTegra AFM; Tempe, AZ). 
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Wrinkling wavelengths were quantified by fast Fourier transform of the transverse height profile 

(Figure 4.2). Small scale morphology scans were performed with tips of radius <1 nm and k = 5 

N/m (Budget Sensors; Sofia, Bulgaria).  Imaging of the PDA film-substrate surface was 

accomplished by draping a free-floating film over a small flat glass puck that was then lifted out 

of the liquid and subsequently dried in ambient atmosphere. Film thicknesses were determined 

by scratching the as-synthesized films and measuring the height profile with AFM.
17

   

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 PDA film adhesion is multimodal and can be enhanced by multivalent 

cations, choice of substrate, and synthesis conditions 

The adhesive stability of polydopamine films were characterized by their time to 

delamination in un-agitated alkaline salt solutions (Scheme 4.1).   

 

Scheme 4.1. Schematic of PDA film delamination process in alkaline monovalent salt solutions (right) or 

with the addition of multivalent cations (left).   

Concentrated NaOH solutions are known to remove PDA from various substrates.
18–20

  I 

separated the concomitant variables of pH and metal salt concentration through the use of an 

organic amine buffer and independent addition of metal salts. Delamination was observed 

visually via light scattering caused by the loss of conformal interface between the PDA film and 

SiO2 and resulting deformation of the free-standing PDA film.  Two kinds of delamination 

centers were observed: interfacial defects (edges and scratches; labeled by arrows 1 and 2 in 
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Figure 4.3: Time lapse of PDA film delamination in 200 mM NaCl + 50 mM Tris buffer at pH = 9.5.  

Arrows indicate delamination centers.   

 
Figure 4.4: Image of a delaminated PDA film (h = 59 nm) along with a SiO2 wafer from which its PDA 

film had been delaminated.   
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Figure 4.3) and points in the bulk of the film (arrow 3).  The delamination propagates outwards 

from the different origins eventually delaminating the entire film (Figure 4.4).   

PDA film delamination is greatly accelerated by solutions containing group I cations 

(Figure 4.5a), requiring t  > 12 hr for complete delamination in the absence of NaCl to t = 1 min 

in 200 mM NaCl (pH = 10). This phenomenon may be explained in light of the catecholate  

 
Figure 4.5. (a) Time to complete delamination in different salt solutions in 50 mM Tris buffer at pH = 10.  

All PDA films were 59 nm thick and synthesized from 1 mg/ml dopamine solutions.  Films in 200 mM 

NaCl + 200 mM CaCl2 solutions showed zero delamination initiation over the course of 12 hr.  

Associated graphic illustrates proposed disruption of catechol-SiO2 hydrogen bonding by adsorption of 

cations.  (b) Time to complete delamination at different pH in 200 mM NaCl + 50 mM Tris buffer.  All 

PDA films were 59 nm thick and synthesized from 1 mg/ml dopamine solutions.  Associated graphic 

illustrates ionization of catechol groups and deprotonation of primary amines on dopamine within the 

PDA film.   

adhesion mode to SiO2. Simulations of catechol interaction with silica surfaces showed direct 

hydrogen bonding between the catecholic hydroxyls and silica surfaces underwater.
3,4

  Metal 

cations such as sodium may competitively adsorb to the silica surface
21

 and disrupt this intimate 

hydrogen bond.
6,7

  Raising the pH of the NaCl solution from pH = 9 to 10 also accelerates the 
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delamination (Figure 4.5b) due to a greater proportion of catechols existing in an ionized state 

and thus not contributing bidentate hydrogen bonding to the bulk film adhesion.  Delamination 

was not inhibited by an increasing film thickness (Figure 4.6b) which is attributed to structural 

defects in the film (Figure 4.3) and the persistence of permeable pathways for monovalent 

cations in the bulk of the film.
22

   

The cooperative adhesive action of primary amines in the PDA film is supported by the 

slower delamination of films that had been synthesized from more highly concentrated dopamine 

solutions (Figure 4.6a).  Compositional characterization of PDA revealed that lower dopamine 

concentrations during PDA synthesis (e.g. 0.5 mM dopamine) produce PDA with lesser 

proportion of primary amines compared to more highly concentrated solutions (e.g. 10 mM 

dopamine).
10

  A higher concentration of primary amines in PDA films may inhibit metal cation 

adsorption at the SiO2 interface via a similar mechanism to that observed for catecholamine 

adsorption to mica.
6,7

 

 
Figure 4.6:  (a) Time to complete delamination for films synthesized in solutions of varying dopamine 

concentration.  All solutions were 200 mM NaCl + 50 mM Tris buffer at pH = 10.  Associated graphic 

illustrates the greater proportion of uncyclized dopamine and primary amines in the 2.5 and 4 mg/ml 

films.  (b) Time to complete delamination for different film thicknesses. All solutions were 200 mM NaCl 

+ 50 mM Tris buffer at pH = 10.  Associated graphic illustrates the unaffected transport of cations to the 

film-substrate interface. 
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The simultaneous presence of the divalent cation Ca
2+

 in NaCl solutions prevented 

delamination of PDA (Figures 4.5a and A17).  This enhanced stability persisted upon 

subsequently removing the Ca
2+

 component of the solution (Figure A18).  This observation is 

strong evidence that the rapid delamination of PDA in alkaline salt solutions is not primarily 

attributed to catechol oxidation, since Ca
2+

 accelerates the oxidation of catechol moieties.
23–25

 A 

definitive detailed explanation for the enhanced film stability in the presence of Ca
2+

 is not 

possible at this time. However, it may be related to attractive electrostatic interactions between 

negatively charged ionized catechols and divalent Ca
2+

 cations adsorbed at the SiO2 surface.
26

  

Fe
3+

 cations have also been observed to enhance PDA film stability in strongly alkaline 

solutions, which corroborates the observation reported here.
20

  Multivalent anions (e.g. in 

Na2CO3 and Na2SO4) did not prevent delamination. 

 
Figure 4.7: (a) PDA film (nominally 59 nm thickness; synthesized from 1 mg/ml dopamine) on indium 

tin oxide (ITO) that had sat for 12 hr in 50 mM bicarbonate/carbonate buffer at pH = 10 with added NaCl 

equivalent to 200 mM Na
+
.  Scratching the film did not disturb the surrounding film (seen in image) 

indicating lack of film delamination.  This observation was consistent for all samples studied (n = 4) and 

the same effects were observed in 50 mM Tris buffer + 200 mM NaCl at pH = 10 (n = 4).  (b) PDA film 

on ITO that had been electrically biased at +0.9 V (vs. Ag/Agcl)  in 50 mM bicarbonate/carbonate buffer 

at pH = 10 with added NaCl equivalent to 200 mM Na
+
.  The series of images illustrate the delaminated 

character of the PDA film.  Equivalent results were observed for a total of n = 4 samples. 
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PDA films on indium tin oxide substrates did not spontaneously delaminate in alkaline 

salt solution (Figure 4.7).  However, electrically oxidizing the films at +0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 

20 min did result in delamination, which is attributed to oxidation of catechols.
1,27

  This contrast 

of PDA film stability between SiO2 and ITO emphasizes the multi-modality of catechol surface 

interactions.
5
 For example, catechols participate in strong complexes with TiO2 surfaces in 

contrast to weaker hydrogen bonds with mica, and a similar contrast could account for the 

greater stability of PDA on ITO vs. SiO2.
2
 

The delaminated PDA films (Figure 4.4 and Video 4.1) are structurally stable under 

gentle manipulation, including repeated transfer to different solutions. These films can be re-

laminated on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer underwater via applied pressure in an 

orientation-dependent manner (Video 4.1).  The surface of the film that originally interfaced with 

the parent SiO2 substrate was readily adhesive to PDMS underwater, while the other PDA film 

surface was not.  AFM images of the two surfaces (Figure 4.8) reveal a stark contrast in 

morphology.   PDA films nucleate on SiO2 via a 3-D island nucleation process, and this gives  

 

Figure 4.8:  AFM images of the two surfaces of the delaminated PDA film.  
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rise to a rough granular structure at the film-solution interface.
17

  The film-substrate interface is 

much smoother than the film-solution interface (RRMS = 1.7 nm vs. 28.7 nm, respectively), which 

could account for greater adhesion of this interface with the PDMS due to lower asperities.
28

 The 

film-substrate surface of PDA may also exhibit oriented catechol groups more conducive to 

adhesion compared to the film-solution surface (Figure 4.9).  The adaptive orientation of 

catechols is a known factor in catecholamine adhesion.
2,29,30

 Catechols adsorbed to the surface of 

SiO2 during deposition may experience an orientational attractive force with the substrate not 

experienced by catechols at the film-solution interface.
3,4

  The orientation-dependent adhesion of 

PDA films emphasizes the need to consider factors beyond mere catechol content when 

designing underwater adhesive materials 

 

Figure 4.9:  a) Schematic of AFM adhesion to an amorphous PDA film. b) Schematic of AFM adhesion 

to an oriented catechol monolayer c) Adhesive force of the catechol SAM is shown as grey bars and the 

PDA film as black bars.  The average adhesive force of the catechol monolayer is greater than the 

maximum force measured with the PDA film.  Reproduced from [30]. 
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4.4.2 PDA elastic modulus is consistent with oligomeric aggregate model and can 

be enhanced by crosslinking with genipin 

The relamination of PDA films on PDMS allowed characterization of their internal 

cohesive mechanics via thin film wrinkling. Adhering a thin film to a pre-stretched substrate of 

lesser stiffness and then releasing the substrate to its original length results in compressive  

 

Figure 4.10:  (a) Schematic of PDA film wrinkling achieved by relaminating a PDA film on a pre-

strained PDMS substrate, then releasing the strain to compressively wrinkle the PDA film.  (b) AFM scan 

of a wrinkled PDA film that had been delaminated in 200 mM NaCl + 50 mM Tris buffer at pH = 10.  (c) 

AFM scan of a wrinkled genipin-crosslinked film.   

periodic wrinkling of the thin film (Figure 4.10).
31

  The wavelength of the wrinkling is related to 

the elastic modulus of the film through Eqn. 4.1: 
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Ef=3Es
1-νf

2

1-νs
2 (

λ

2πh
)

3

                                       (4.1) 

where Ef and Es are the elastic modulus of the film and substrate, respectively, νf and νs are the 

Poisson ratio of the film and substrate, respectively, h is the film thickness, and λ is the 

wavelength of the periodic wrinkling.  The Poisson ratios were assumed to be νf = 0.3 (also 

assumed in a previous report on PDA films
8
) and νs = 0.5.

50
 This characterization method allows 

for quantification of the bulk modulus of thin PDA films without detrimental interference from 

the underlying substrate encountered in nanoindentation measurements.
8
 

The elastic modulus of PDA measured via thin film wrinkling (Figure 4.11) is generally 

consistent with theoretical modeling and previous nanoindentation measurements on melanin 

materials (Table 4.1).  PDA films delaminated in 200 mM NaCl at pH = 9 exhibited an elastic 

modulus of 2.0 ± 0.9 GPa.  Considering the granular structure of PDA films, this modulus value 

must derive both from the intermolecular attractive forces within the granules themselves, and  

 
Table 4.1: Young’s moduli of different melanin-like materials. 
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also the cohesive forces acting at the granule interfaces.  The fact that in silico modelling of PDA 

molecular ensembles gives greater moduli values (ca. 2.3–5.0 GPa) than measurements on bulk 

PDA films suggests that the intergranular cohesion is weaker than the intragranular cohesion in 

PDA.   

 

Figure 4.11: Illustration of the two crosslinking schemes investigated. (a) Amine crosslinking via 

genipin.  (b) Catechol crosslinking via Fe
3+

 cations.  (c) Young’s modulus of PDA films as determined 

from the wrinkling wavelengths.  Errors bars represent one standard deviation.  The different 

delamination conditions did not have a statistically significant effect on the modulus (P > 0.05). 

The mechanical robustness of PDA may be enhanced by internally crosslinking its 

aggregated oligomers and potentially serve to improve the long term stability
13,45-47

 of PDA 

coatings in mechanically agitated environments.  The term crosslinking is used here to describe 

linking between monomers or oligomers in polydopamine using species not native to 

polydopamine.  Two different means of crosslinking the PDA films were explored: metal cation 

crosslinking via catechols and chemical crosslinking via primary amines (Figure 4.11).  Fe
3+

 

cations were chosen as a catechol crosslinking agent based on their known ability to enhance the 

mechanical robustness of other catecholic materials.
15,32

 Iron chelation in the PDA films was 

confirmed via Raman spectroscopy (Figure A20). Genipin was chosen as an amine crosslinking 
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agent
33

 based on its relatively low cytotoxicity
34–37

 which is an important property for PDA’s 

many potential biomedical applications.
38

   

 The results of the two crosslinking schemes are shown in Figure 4.11c.  The iron chelated 

films did not exhibit any increase in elastic modulus over unmodified films, which may be due to 

the limited transport of Fe
3+

 through the films at the low pH of the 5 mM FeCl3 solution (pH = 

2.6).  The positive surface charge in the films at this pH would inhibit the complete permeation 

of the Fe
3+

 cations throughout the film limiting the extent of crosslinking.
39

    In contrast, PDA 

films incubated in genipin solution exhibited a >5x increase in modulus over the control: 7.9 ± 

1.7 GPa vs. 1.5 ± 0.4 GPa.  Covalent bonding of PDA monomers in silico was observed to 

increase PDA’s elastic modulus,
8
 so the increase in modulus of the PDA film soaked in genipin 

compared to the control is strong evidence that genipin is an effective crosslinking agent for 

PDA films.  The use of amine groups for crosslinking is advantageous over catechol crosslinking 

since it preserves the adhesive functionality of catechols within the films.  Amine crosslinking is 

similarly advantageous over proposed “oxidative crosslinking” of PDA,
8
 because oxidation 

could lower the catechol population in favor of less adhesive quinones
2,27

 or degrade the film 

composition.
40,41 

4.5 Conclusions 

In summary, Chapter 4 has discussed the adhesive and cohesive mechanisms of PDA 

films and means for controlling them.  PDA adhesion to metal oxides is multimodal and practical 

implementation of PDA must account for the surface-specific bonding mode between the 

catechol and the metal oxide.  In particular, PDA’s hydrogen-bonding adhesion mode to SiO2 is 

susceptible to disruption in monovalent salt solutions, but may be stabilized by greater primary 

amine content in the films or addition of multivalent cations.  The underwater adhesion of 
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delaminated PDA films depends on the surface orientation of the film.  This observation 

emphasizes the fact that the mere presence of catechol groups is not sufficient for the underwater 

adhesion of PDA, but surface morphology and likely catechol density and orientation at the 

surface are also important.  Surface-wrinkling measurements of the elastic modulus of PDA 

support the oligomeric aggregate model of PDA.  Genipin is an effective crosslinking modality 

for PDA and present certain advantages over iron or oxidative crosslinking. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Perspectives 

5.1 Summary of work 

 This work describes the fundamental mechanisms by which polydopamine (PDA) coats 

and adheres to different surfaces and the compositional stability of the resulting films.  Chapter 2 

discussed the nucleation and growth kinetics of PDA films in light of existing paradigms for 

vacuum deposition of thin organic films.  The qualitative effects of surface energy and 

deposition rates were observed to be similar between solution deposition of PDA and vacuum 

deposition of pentacene.  However, the solution deposition of PDA introduces complicating 

factors not encountered in vacuum deposition.  The deposition of PDA molecules with increasing 

pH depends on the competing factors of increased generation rate of PDA molecules versus 

increased solubility due to catechol ionization.  The areal density and coverage of PDA islands is 

influenced by the surface charge and hydrophobicity of the substrate in aqueous solutions.  These 

results emphasize that despite the universal coating ability of PDA, one must take into account 

the chemistry of the substrate to inform necessary deposition times for the desired surface 

coverage and thickness of the coating.  Additionally, the surface and pH-dependent morphology 

of PDA coatings may affect internal cohesion and ion transport pathways through the coating 

due to higher granule interfacial area.  

 The results discussed in Chapter 3 emphasized the molecular heterogeneity and non-

equilibrium character of as-synthesized PDA coatings.  The catechol-derived oxidative evolution 

of PDA’s composition is greatly influenced by redox-inactive metal cations such as Ca
2+

, Na
+
, 

and Mg
2+

.  The effects of Ca
2+

 were explored in depth and found to influence the surface charge 
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and cation-binding properties of PDA films.  Therefore, PDA-incorporated devices exposed to 

high concentrations of metal cations (e.g. water purification) must consider the change in 

chemical properties of PDA over time (depending on operational pH).  Conversely, alkaline 

cation solutions can act as a post-processing strategy to tune the composition of PDA films. 

 Chapter 4 discussed factors governing the adhesive stability and internal cohesion of 

PDA films.  PDA film adhesion is a substrate, salt, and oxidation-dependent phenomenon.  

Long-term adhesive stability of PDA films can be promoted by higher dopamine concentrations 

during synthesis, incorporation of multivalent cations, and avoiding alkaline conditions and 

strongly oxidizing electrical bias.  These results are particularly important for proposed passive 

or electrochemically-mediated water purification applications.  Also, successful crosslinking of 

PDA with genipin via amine groups may enhance the long term molecular cohesion of PDA 

films while preserving their functional catechol moieties.   

5.2 Future Perspectives 

 There are significant unresolved issues regarding catecholamine coatings that should 

guide future research: 

1.  How does film morphology and catechol orientation determine adhesion? 

Considering the universal coating ability of PDA, it is peculiar that PDA particles and the surface 

of PDA films do not stick to other surfaces underwater.  The orientation-dependent adhesion of 

PDA to PDMS discussed in Chapter 4 implies that surface morphology and catechol orientation 

at the surface are important factors governing bulk catecholamine adhesion.  Quantification of 

adhesion energy as a function of surface roughness could isolate the morphological factor.  

Quantification of adhesion energy for the substrate-film interface of delaminated films as a 
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function of film synthesis conditions (e.g. substrate temperature, solution pH, granule density in 

films) could elucidate the importance of the interfacial chemistry. 

2.  How can the ratio of catechols to quinones in PDA films be quantified and related to 

adhesion? 

 Catechols mediate PDA’s adhesion to polar surfaces while quinones inhibit it.  Quinones 

can contribute to covalent bonding with organic surfaces and serve as conjugation sites for 

biomolecules and polymers.  A comprehensive quantification of the ratio between these two 

redox states in relation to different processing conditions and adhesive properties would greatly 

enhance our understanding of catecholamine adhesion.  Quantification via cyclic voltammetry is 

problematic as there is a large degree of irreversibility in cycling and it is not clear what the 

spatial distribution of electrochemically accessible monomers in the film are.  Quantification of 

carbonyl vs. alcohol content via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
1
 – correlated with 

adhesion energy – could elucidate adhesion mechanisms in PDA at a fundamental level. 

3.  Can the catechol-derived adhesion in PDA be reversibly controlled? 

The reversibility of catechol redox states presents the opportunity for reversibly controlling the 

adhesion of PDA films.  Electrochemical cycling of the redox states is likely not viable 

considering the high degree of irreversibility observed in cyclic voltammograms of PDA.  

However, chemical oxidizing agents (e.g. O2, dilute H2O2) and reducing agents (e.g. NADPH, 

ascorbate
2
) would not require electrically-conducting pathways in the film.  Therefore, the 

adhesion of conformal or delaminated PDA films could be compared before and after redox 

cycling with chemical agents. 
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4. How does the granule size in PDA films affect the elastic modulus of the films or 

molecular transport through the films?  

As the granule sizes in PDA films are decreased, the contribution of their interfacial area to the 

bulk properties of the film become more significant.  Smaller granule size may therefore 

decrease the mechanical rigidity and toughness of the films due to lesser cohesive forces at the 

granule interfaces. The effect on elastic modulus could be quantified by the surface wrinkling 

technique described in Chapter 4. Additionally, greater interfacial area in the film may affect 

transport and absorption capacity of metal cations and organic molecules within the films.  This 

phenomenon could be quantified using the methods described in reference [3].  

Answers to these and other open questions will significantly enhance our understanding of 

bioinspired catecholamine coatings.  Natural materials act as a source of innovation and 

challenge for researchers, and there is no doubt that future technological breakthroughs will 

continue to be drawn from them. 
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Appendix 

Chapter 2 Supporting Figures 

 
Figure A1: AFM scans of SiO2 and SAM substrates before dopamine deposition.  The average roughness 

of each scan are shown. 

 

 

 
Table A1: Sampling statistics for island densities.  Each sample set consisted of five substrates (one for 

each pH) prepared in the same session.  For the SiO2, these also represent the sampling statistics for 

thickness values.  The numbers in the table are the number of scans on each particular sample. 
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Figure A2: The morphology of PDA films on –NH3

+
 substrate at pH = 10. These data indicate the range 

of incomplete coverage observed. 
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Figure A3: QCM-D frequency shifts at early times showing overtones 3-9.  
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Figure A4: QCM-D dissipation shifts at early times showing overtones 3-9.  
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Sample 

Contact 
Angle 

(°) 

AFM 
thickness 

(nm) 

Voigt 
Thickness 

(nm) 
Viscosity 

(Pa·s ×10-3) 

Shear 
Modulus 

 (kPa) 

S1 <10 9.6   ± 0.3 28.1 3.8 167 

S2 <10 11.3 ± 1.3 31.8 3.1 171 

A1 61.4 ± 1.5 13.3 ± 0.5 30.5 3.5 204 

A2 81.7 ± 1.0 12.0 ± 0.8 30.1 3.3 197 

P1 88.7 ± 0.7 13.5 ± 0.8 32.7 3.3 192 

P2 84.3 ± 0.4 12.5 ± 0.9 30.6 3.4 203 

O1 106.0 ±  0.6 13.6 ± 1.9 28.5 3.6 210 

O2 102.5 ± 1.5 13.0 ± 1.4 31 3.3 189 
 

Table A2: Parameters used in a Voigt model for the QCM-D data, and the contact angle (before 

deposition) and AFM thicknesses (after deposition) for each QCM sample.  See references [1] and [2] for 

a description of the model, which was fit by my co-worker John Riley using the QCM-D software 

“QSoft401”.  AFM thicknesses were all determined by scratching the film as described in Chapter 2.   

 

This model accounts for viscoelastic effects of the thicker film and adsorbed water mass at later times 

(>40 min).  The greater final Voigt thicknesses (~30 nm) compared to AFM measurements (~12 nm) 

indicate a substantial hydrodynamically trapped water fraction in the bulk films, which may be due to the 

abundant –OH groups in PDA available for hydrogen bonding, or mesoscale porosity in the film.
3
 

 

 

Figure A5: Voigt thickness of QCM-D PDA films vs. time (pH 8.5).  The flow of dopamine precursor 

solutions was stopped after approximately 240 min.
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Chapter 3 Supporting Figures 

 

Figure A6: AFM scans of (a) pristine film (b) film incubated in 300 mM CaCl2, 50 mM Tris buffer pH = 

9.5 for 4 hr.   

The oxidation products of dopamine deposit on various substrates as conformal films shown in 

Figure A6.  The films nucleate as 3-dimensional islands
4
  which grow and coarsen until they 

impinge on each other forming a network of cohesive granules with a characteristic length scale 

of 20-50 nm in diameter (Figure A6a1).  The thickness of PDA films used in this study were 

determined by AFM to be 59 ± 3 nm (n = 6 measurements).  Micron-scale precipitates of PDA 

from the deposition solution also deposit on the surface of the granular film.  The UV-Vis 

spectrum of pristine PDA films is qualitatively similar to the deposition solution (Figure A7), 

indicating that similar products are formed in the films and the solution. 
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Figure A7: a) UV-Vis spectra of 2 mg/ml dopamine solution in pH 8.5 50 mM bicarbonate buffer.  Scans 

were taken every 83 seconds.  b) Spectra of dopamine solution after 24 hours (diluted 1:10 vol) and PDA 

film on ITO that sat in the dopamine solution for 24 hr then 24 hr again in a refreshed solution. 

The spectrum of pristine PDA film shows a monotonic increase in absorption towards the UV 

region except for a peak at λAbs = 405 nm.  This peak appears in the first several minutes of 

dopamine oxidation (Figure A7a).  The peak’s origin is not due to either dopaminochrome (λAbs = 

475 nm) or dopamine-quinone (λAbs = 388 nm).
5
  Considering that the peak appears to evolve out 

of the initial dopaminochrome peak it may be due to dimers of dopaminochrome and DHI which 

absorb around λAbs = 400 – 450 nm.
6
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Figure A8: Absorbance vs. time for the peaks observed in subtracted film spectra on three different 

samples.  Incubation solution was 300 mM CaCl2, 50 mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5.  a) λAbs = 337 nm b) λAbs = 

487 nm 

A487nm  may decrease earlier than A337nm due to oxidative degradation of pre-existing 

convoluted visible chromophores that exist in the native film.
7
   

 

 
Figure A9:  a) Subtracted spectra absorbance at λAbs = 487 nm after 1 hr as a function of pH in 300 mM 

CaCl2, 50 mM Tris buffer.  b) Subtracted spectra absorbance after 1 hr as a function of [CaCl2] in 50 mM 

Tris buffer pH = 9.5.  See Figure 2 for equivalent data at λAbs = 337 nm. Data are represented as the 

average ± std. dev.  (n = 2). 
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Figure A10:  a) Subtracted spectra after 1 hr in 50 mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5.  Average of two 

representative samples.  b) Absorbance at λAbs = 377 nm over 3 hr.  The light shaded regions correspond 

to the standard deviation of the two samples for each condition.  c) Absorbance at at λAbs = 487 nm. 

 

 
Figure A11:  a) Subtracted spectra after 1 hr in 300mM CaCl2 50 mM Tris buffer. Average of two 

representative samples.   b) Absorbance at λAbs = 377 nm over 3 hr.  The light shaded regions correspond 

to the range defined by average ± std. dev.  (n = 2).  c) Absorbance at  λAbs = 487 nm over 3 hr. 
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Figure A12: Cyclic voltammograms for three samples after they had been incubated for 4 hr in a) ddH2O  

b) 50 mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5  c)  300 mM CaCl2 50 mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5.  Also shown are cycles 2 

and 15 for d) ddH2O e) 50 mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5  f)  300 mM CaCl2 50 mM Tris buffer pH = 9.5. 

The voltammograms of dopamine solutions at pH = 7.0 display the dopamine/quinone redox 

couple at E°’ = 182 mV and the dopaminochrome couple at E°’ = –228 mV.
5
  The total oxidative 

current observed in PDA films up to 0.9 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) cannot be attributed to specific 

molecular species but may be due to the variable redox potentials of assorted oligomers in the 

films.  
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Figure A13:  Deconvoluted Raman spectra of pristine PDA films before and after incubating in 5 mM 

iron solutions for 100 min.  Peak positions were fixed at the same position for each deconvolution.  a) 

Films with no iron exposure.  b) FeCl3 pH = 2.6   c) FeCl2 pH = 2.6   d) FeCl2 pH = 4.1   e) FeCl2 pH = 

5.1 

 
Figure A14:  Deconvoluted Raman spectra of CaCl2-oxidized PDA films before and after incubating in 5 

mM iron solutions for 100 min.  Peak positions were fixed at the same position for each deconvolution.  

a) Films with no iron exposure.  b) FeCl3 pH = 2.6   c) FeCl2 pH = 2.6   d) FeCl2 pH = 4.1   e) FeCl2 pH = 

5.1.
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Figure A15:  Delamination time lapse of PDA films (59 nm thickness on SiO2; synthesized from 1 mg/ml 

dopamine) in 200 mM NaCl at pH = 9.5 (50 mM Tris Buffer). 
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Figure A16:  Delamination time lapse of PDA films (59 nm thickness on SiO2; synthesized from 1 mg/ml 

dopamine) in 0 mM NaCl at pH = 10(50 mM Tris Buffer). 

 
Figure A17:  Time lapse of PDA films (59 nm thickness on SiO2; synthesized from 1 mg/ml dopamine) 

in 200 mM NaCl + 200 mM CaCl2 at pH = 10 (50 mM Tris Buffer).  The visible white precipitate is 

CaCO3. 
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Figure A18:  (a) Delamination time lapse of PDA films (59 nm thickness on SiO2; synthesized from 1 

mg/ml dopamine) in 200 mM NaCl + 200 mM CaCl2 at pH = 10 (50 mM Tris Buffer) (b) the same films 

placed in 200 mM NaCl at pH = 10 (50 mM Tris Buffer) (c) the same films then placed in 1M NaCl at pH 

= 10 (50 mM Tris buffer). 
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Figure A19: Cyclic voltammogram of PDA film on ITO in equivalent solution to the samples in Figure 

4.7.  Scan rate was 30 mV/s and was performed in ambient atmosphere.  Two cycles are shown. 

 

 
Figure A20: Raman spectra of a pristine PDA film and a PDA film after Fe

3+
 crosslinking.  A new band 

appears at 560 cm
-1

 due to the five-membered chelate ring of catechol with iron.
8
  The chelate vibrations 

of Fe-enediolate complexes are observed in the 500–600 cm
-1

 region in a variety of systems: 528 cm
-1

 for 

Fe[oxalate3]
3–

 and human tyrosine hydroxylase
9,10

, 533 cm
-1

 for ferric tris-catecholate
11

, 565 cm
-1

 for 

ferric-enterobactin
11

, and 550 cm
-1

 for Fe-DOPA complexes.
12
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Figure A21: Stress-strain curves of PDMS elastomer samples used to determine their modulus (n = 4). 
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Table A3: Data obtained for determining the modulus of PDA: (a) Modulus of PDMS substrate  (b) 

Thickness of PDA films (synthesized from 1 mg/ml dopamine for 24 + 24 hr deposition)  (c) Wrinkling 

wavelengths of the different samples  (d) Calculated moduli of the different films with propagated error 

incorporating the uncertainty in the PDMS modulus and PDA film thickness. 
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Figure A22: Thermogravimetric analysis of a PDA powder prepared from 4 mg/ml dopamine solution at 

pH = 8.5 for 24 hr reaction time.  a1,2) Mass loss vs. temperature  b1,2) Mass loss vs. time with heating 

procedure shown above.  The mass loss at 25°C is attributed to the dry gas flow through the sample 

chamber resulting in moisture evaporation from the sample. The water loss was 12 wt% for both tests. 

Testing was performed using a Q50 TGA (TA Instruments; Delaware, USA) and 60 ml/min sample gas 

flow.  Sample powder had been washed with ddH2O to remove residual buffer salt, freeze dried for 48hr, 

and sat in ambient for 72hr before testing. 
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